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What Does Improving 
Your Golf Swing Have in  
 Common with Verification?
By Tom Fitzpatrick, Editor and Verification Technologist

I may have mentioned over the years that I am an avid golfer. In order to 
have an excuse to play weekly, I joined a local golf league last year, and 
this year’s season just started. In an effort to improve my swing, and 
consequently my score, I decided to start this season by taking a lesson 
with the pro at my local course. After looking at my swing, the pro told me 
he was going to make four small changes to my swing and could 
guarantee that my score will improve by 10 shots per round. He showed 
me the four things, and they all make sense. Some of them are easy,  like 
changing my grip slightly. Some are harder, like keeping a steeper wrist 
angle during my downswing. Let’s just say that, since I haven’t reliably 
been able to do everything he told me yet, I haven’t achieved  the 
promised results, although when I played earlier this week I did hit  a 
number of very good approach shots. So I’m encouraged.

In golf, I have an objective measurement of how well I’m doing: my score. 
I also have a nice app for my phone that lets me track various statistics so I 
can see where I need to improve (like my putting). Of course, my 
experience is also an example of the difference between being taught 
something new and actually being able to apply it to your situation. 
Sounds a lot like verification, doesn’t it? (You knew I was going to get 
there, didn’t you?)

We start off this issue with a really interesting article by my colleague 
Hamilton Carter of our Mentor Consulting Division, who has gotten some 
great results in applying “Big Data” analysis techniques throughout the 
verification process. In “Parallel Debug: A Path to a Better Big Data 
Diaspora,” Hamilton walks us through a new parallel debug methodology 
and shows how to deploy it using the Questa® Verification Run Manager 
and our new Jenkins plugin. The discussion about how to deliver on the 
promise of Big Data will leave you with a great vision of the possibilities in 
this exciting new area of analysis.

We next have two articles about how you can apply Portable Stimulus 
at different points to improve reuse throughout your verification flow. In 
“Portable Stimulus Modeling in a High-Level Synthesis User’s Verification 
Flow,” we’ll see how you can generate the exact same stimulus for 
both a high-level C++/SystemC model of your system and for the RTL 
representation as well, including making sure that you achieve full 
coverage on your HLS model before generating the RTL.
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The second article is “Smoothing the Path to 
Software-Driven Verification with Portable Stimulus” 
by our resident Portable Stimulus guru, Matthew 
Ballance. Since the key to software-driven verification 
is to first make sure that your processor can 
successfully read and write your hardware registers 
before trying to run full-blown applications, Matthew 
shows us how to use a declarative graph-based 
approach (on which the new Accellera Portable 
Stimulus Standard is based) to take a step-wise 
path to verifying all of the interactions early in the 
integration process. Being able to generate both 
UVM and C tests from this stimulus model simplifies 
the overall process and makes you more productive.

We move into our “Partners’ Corner” section with 
“Verification Planning with Questa® Verification 
Management” from our friends at eInfochips. In 
this article you’ll see how to take advantage of the 
Questa Testplan Tracking feature to track regression 
results, coverage and other valuable information. 
The authors also share some tips on how to apply this 
tracking process to make it easier to apply to your 
verification project.

In “MIPI® CSI2 TX IP Verification Using Questa® VIPs,” 
our friends at HDL Design House discuss how they 
used Questa® VIP (QVIP) components to verify a 
Camera Serial Interface 2 design. You’ll see how 
they set up their UVM environment and were able 
to take advantage of the documentation and ease-
of-use features of QVIP to reduce their testbench 
development time. They now consider these QVIP 
components to be golden models, so they don’t have 
to worry about them in future projects.

We move into the area of power-aware verification 
with “Converting Legacy USB IP to a Low Power USB 
IP” from our friends at Silicon Interfaces. If you’ve 
been wondering how to apply low-power techniques 
to your next design, and verify that you’ve done it 
correctly, you’ll want to read about what they’ve 
done. For more details on how actually to apply 
UPF for specifying different power domains, you’ll 
want to read “Understanding the UPF Power Domain 
and Domain Boundary” from my Mentor colleague 
Progyna Khondkar (which we sneaked into the 
Partners’ Corner anyway).

We round out the Partners’ Corner with “Automation 
and Reuse in RISC-V Verification Flow,” by our 
friends at Codasip. In this comprehensive case 
study, Codasip shows you how several pieces of 
the Questa® Verification Solution can be used with 
an automatically-generated UVM environment and 
associated infrastructure to reduce the length of a 
verification project substantially. 

If you’ve been reluctant to add emulation to your 
verification process (like your competitors probably 
already have), our next article, “Emulation – A Job 
Management Strategy to Maximize Use” by Vijay 
Chobisa, one of our Mentor emulation experts, 
provides a point-by-point discussion of why 
emulation is important and how to overcome the 
usual objections to taking this important step.  
The key is the use of our new Veloce® Enterprise 
Server app that optimizes use of the emulator by 
providing flexible resource sharing with no extra 
work on your part.
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Next, our formal verification team explains that  
“RTL CDC is No Longer Enough—How Gate-Level  
CDC Is Now Essential to First Pass Success.” This 
article shows how synthesis can introduce clock-
domain crossing errors and how applying CDC 
verification at the gate-level can prevent them from 
making it into your silicon. The key is that it uses 
knowledge from the RTL CDC process to make it 
easier and faster to eliminate these critical bugs.

In our Consultants’ Corner article, Mentor consultant 
Rusty Stuber explores “Formal Verification: Not Just  
for Control Paths.” You’ll see how a few straightforward 
techniques, like adding some SystemVerilog helper 
constructs and using targeted protocol assumptions, 
allows you to write effective assertions about the 
datapath portions of your design and limit the 
state space to enable full verification of your entire 
datapath. I think you’ll find this detailed how-to 
discussion to be incredibly helpful.

Unfortunately, I’ll be too busy at DAC to try out my 
new golf swing while I’m in Austin, but if you see me 
swinging the microphone at the Verification Academy 
booth (#429), you’ll know why. I hope you’ll come 
by and say hi and stick around for a great slate of 
presentations by our partners, Mentor experts, and 
“yours truly.” It’ll be a great week of informative fun, 
and I hope to see you there.

Respectfully submitted, 
Tom Fitzpatrick 
Editor, Verification Horizons
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INTRODUCTION 
The EDA industry is increasingly avaricious for the 
benefits of big data. While functional verification 
has been a producer of big data for several years, 
paradoxically, big data analysis adoption may not 
have progressed as quickly as it could have due to 
a shortage of big data consumers. Most verification 
engineers have participated in a project where 
EDA big data was ignored until near the end of the 
project—if it was gathered at all—at which point there 
was a mad dash to complete coverage closure. 

This article describes a methodology—parallel 
debug—as well as a supporting Jenkins framework, 
enabled by the availability of massive processor 
and disc farms which are commonplace among 
chip design projects. Parallel debug is an objective, 
disciplined methodology wherein the engineer 
changes one and only one aspect of a complex 
problem based on a hypothesis, and then tests the 
hypothesis. That is to say, it’s the scientific method 
repackaged as a debug technique. Many engineers 
circumvent this technique, making multiple changes 
to their code at once in (oftentimes vain) hopes of 
saving time by reducing the number of simulations. 
Parallel debug provides a methodology for specifying 
multiple hypotheses; tracking the associated 
individual code changes via revision control; and—as 
the name implies—using compute farms to perform all 
the specified experiments in parallel.

While the debug methodology in and of itself serves 
to boost the efficiency of verification debug, we hope 
to capture a second, cultural benefit. As engineers 
leverage the massive simulation capabilities 
available, they will be exposed to the beneficial 
aspects of big data. We hope this exposure will 
produce a cultural shift leading to swifter adoption, 
as well as accelerated development of new big data 
applications.

In the first section of this article, we’ll outline the 
parallel debug methodology, detailing the specific 
steps that must be executed by the engineer 
themselves. In part two, we’ll describe the Jenkins 
and Questa® Verification Run Manager enabled 
framework we’re using to automate and deploy this 
methodology. Part three will describe the known 
benefits of the methodology, providing a jumping 
off point for future enhancements. In part four, we’ll 
briefly discuss some of the opportunities that analysis 
of the big data we already possess as an industry 
affords.

PARALLEL DEBUG METHODOLOGY 
The methodology is simplicity itself: it’s the scientific 
method. Applied to debug[1] it goes something like 
this:

1. Develop one or more testable hypotheses about 
what’s gone wrong with the design under test 
(DUT) and/or the verification environment

2. Describe an experiment that can be used  
to test the hypothesis

3. Execute the experiment
4. Analyze the results of the experiment to 

determine if the hypothesis was correct
5. Repeat as necessary until the issue is resolved 

There are two caveats to the above process. 
First, hypotheses should not be combined. Each 
experiment should change only one aspect of the 
experimental environment. Changing more than one 
aspect makes it difficult to determine what the root 
cause of the experimental result was. Second, all the 
experiments, and their results should be documented 
and, of course, be reproducible. 

A table like the one, upper right, can be used 
to record each of the hypotheses, details of its 
associated experiment, and the experimental results.

 

Parallel Debug:  
A Path to a Better Big Data Diaspora  
by Hamilton Carter, Mentor, A Siemens Business
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By maintaining such a table, once the final issue 
has been resolved, a set of documentation exists 
detailing the path to the solution. In the event that 
the experiment was a red herring leading nowhere, 
the documentation can be used to fall back to an 
earlier step, and branch in another direction.

This simple methodology, however, can become 
quite tedious. For example:

• Care must be taken to record notes 
• Working one hypothesis at a time is quite time 

consuming, especially when simulation times  
run into the minutes or hours 

• Making the experiments repeatable requires 
disciplined revision control habits 

Frustration, or simply boredom leads to mistakes, 
or deliberate departures from the methodology: 
“Surely changing more than one aspect of the 
design or verification environment at a time can’t 
hurt, right? It’ll simply speed things along.” But, it’s 
exactly these departures from the methodology that 
ultimately lead to days spent in debug.

Some of these frustrations can be alleviated by 
parallelizing the debug process utilizing the massive 
simulation farms available to most chip design 
projects. Rather than following each hypothesis 
to its conclusion before starting on the next one, 
multiple hypotheses can be tested at once. 

What might the execution of this process look like? 
Given a number of hypotheses about the issue 
at hand, an engineer creates an equal number of 
revision controlled branches of their verification/
design environment—one per hypothesis. The 
engineer then kicks off a different simulation—each 
one testing an associated experiment—on each of 
the revision controlled branches. As the simulation 
results become available, the engineer uses them 
to evaluate not only the associated hypothesis, but 
also the other experiments that were executed. 
Having the results of all the experiments available  

at once helps to make 
a much more educated 
guess if a second 
round of experiments 
is necessary. Ideally, 
the engineer leverages 
their imagination along 

with the simulation farm to divide their debug time 
by the number of hypotheses that can be tested  
in parallel.

While running the experiments in parallel 
removes much of the temptation to veer from the 
methodology, there are still pragmatic irritants. 
Maintaining clear notes that capture details like 
what’s been changed and why for each of the 
hypotheses can be time consuming when we least 
feel inclined to consume time. Revision control 
tasks can also become cumbersome and time 
consuming; in large design projects, initial checkout 
of a new branch of the development environment 
can take on the order of tens of minutes. Multiple 
simulations have to be tracked. Maintaining multiple 
documentation streams, as well as multiple work 
flows becomes tedious fairly quickly. 

However, if the tedium can be eliminated, the 
parallel debug methodology provides quick 
results in the time it would have taken to test only 
one of the hypotheses using a sequential debug 
methodology. 

In the following section, we describe our system 
built to automate the process described above. 

BUILDING THE  
PARALLEL DEBUG SYSTEM

Materials 

Our system uses three readily available tools: 
Jenkins, the Questa® Verification Run Manager 
(VRM), and the VRM Jenkins plugin. Jenkins, a 
popular continuous integration tool, provides a 
framework for defining and launching regression 

Hypothesis Experiment Results Likelihood
Device configuration issue Change read/write  

ordering parameter

Traffic sequence Remove transaction number 3

Scoreboard out of order issue Modify scoreboard code
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runs [2][3]. It’s tightly integrated with revision control 
systems like SVN and GIT. It also has built-in facilities 
for storing notes and other artifacts associated with 
each simulation/regression run.

VRM utilizes an XML format to parameterize, 
describe, and launch verification jobs that utilize a 
variety of verification technologies onto a variety of 
job management systems. The VRM Jenkins plugin 
displays simulation and regression information 
captured from jobs launched by VRM as web-based 
dashboards within Jenkins. Data aggregated from 
multiple VRM sessions, such as pass/fail and runtime 
history, is displayed on the associated Jenkins project 
page. Data specific to a particular VRM session is 
displayed on the underlying Jenkins Build page. 
See Ellis, T.[4] for a more general discussion of using 
Jenkins and VRM together with the Jenkins/VRM 
plugin.

Construction 
The Jenkins web-based UI is organized hierarchically 
into folders, projects, and builds. Folders within 
Jenkins contain one or more projects. Each project 
corresponds to a single revision-controlled branch of 
a code repository.

Projects in turn contain Builds. A Jenkins 
build defines a script-based process that can be 
launched on the Jenkins server. The script can be 
written in your favorite scripting language; our build  
 
 

scripts—consisting of calls to VRM to start a group of 
one or more simulations—have been written in Bash.

 

After a project has been built, 
Jenkins captures and stores 
pertinent metrics. Jenkins 
automatically stores the pass/

fail status of each build, as well as the SVN change 
history between builds. The VRM plugin also archives 
a number of verification-centric metrics within the 
Jenkins database[3]. These metrics include things like 
the pass/fail status of each simulation, the amount of 
compute time each sim consumes, and a pointer to 
the log file for each sim.

How Jenkins fits into the methodology 
The Jenkins data model described above is perfectly 
suited to the debug methodology described in 
section one. We represent the issue to be debugged 
as a Jenkins folder. Each Jenkins project organized 
under the folder represents a single hypothesis. 
In the event that a hypothesis leads to more 
experiments that build sequentially on the original, 
the builds within a Project correspond to each of 
these additional experiments. In the event that the 
findings of an experiment result in multiple additional 
experiments, then a new nested folder is created. The 
projects within that folder correspond to the newly 
minted experimental group. 

The Jenkins folder/project hierarchy

Pro Tip: Everything Changes, even build 
scripts: Rather than writing our build scripts 
directly into the Jenkins UI, (a valid and widely 
accepted model), we stored them in the same 
revision controlled repository as the design and 
verification environment. Then, we simply call 
the script from the Jenkins UI. Since Jenkins first 
updates itself to the latest revision of a branch, 
and only then executes the build script, when we 
want to recreate a build we just point the Jenkins 
project at a branch copied from that revision. 
We’re guaranteed not only to get the exact same 
design and verification environment but also 
that Jenkins is performing the exact same build 
process steps that it originally did.
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An example of the described organization is shown 
in the diagram below:

Automating the parallel debug methodology 
Our system uses the tools described above to 
automate the parallel debug process. The user 
interacts with the system using a setup script create_
ensemble.sh and the Jenkins web-based UI. create_
ensemble.sh performs the following steps to build the 
infrastructure shown in the figure below: 

• Create the individual experimental branches
• Create the Jenkins experimental ensemble
• Parallelize the initial revision control system

repository checkouts

These steps are described in detail 
in the following paragraphs.

Creating the individual  
experimental branches 
When called with the syntax create_
ensemble.sh COUNT BRANCH 
SUBBRANCH the setup script first  
creates one revision control sub-branch 
for each of the COUNT experiments 
specified by the engineer. Each branch 
is copied from BRANCH and is labeled 
branch_subbranch_i. A repository 
corresponding to each branch is checked 
out into a corresponding work area.  
These checkouts are submitted in  
parallel to a job control system.

Creating the Jenkins Experimental Ensemble 
Next, the Jenkins REST API is called to launch a 
project that sets up the Jenkins side of the system. 
The project’s build script has write permission for 
the underlying Jenkins directories. It creates a folder 
named branch_subbranch corresponding to the 
debug issue and then copies COUNT number of 
generic simulation projects under the folder. Each 
project is labeled subbranch_i and points to its 
associated revision controlled branch (created in 
the previous step). It then calls the Jenkins REST API 
to reload Jenkins from disc, ensuring that the newly 
created folder and projects will be visible on the 
Jenkins web site.

Tucking initial checkout times under the covers 
Finally, the Jenkins setup script uses the REST API 
one last time to kick off a no-op simulation build 
in each project. This build triggers Jenkins to 
perform its initial checkout of the design/verification 
environment. Because all of the simulation builds are 
kicked off in parallel via Jenkins’ REST API, we only 
incur the time of one checkout (under the assumption, 
of course, that there are enough machines to farm out 
all of the checkouts in parallel).

Experimental branching

An example experimental hierarchy
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THE DOUBLE-DOWN  
WORK AREA SYSTEM 
You probably noticed that we have two work areas 
for each experiment: one for Jenkins, and one for 
the engineer. This was originally a pragmatic design 
decision. There were simply too many issues to fight 
in keeping a single work area; either Jenkins had to 
have write permission into the engineer’s disc space 
and SVN account, or vice-versa. Having separate 
work areas for Jenkins and the engineer was a simple 
workaround.

However, what started out as a workaround has 
become an important part of the methodological 
framework. Jenkins will only execute a simulation 
containing the engineer’s most recent changes if the 
engineer has committed them to revision control. In 
this manner, the revision control of each change made 
during a series of experiments is enforced. 

Back to the Engineer 
Everything else is handled by the engineer, Jenkins, 
and VRM. Our VRM scripts accept a list of test names 
as input. The only thing the engineer has to initially 
customize (besides the changes required for the 
experiment itself) is the name of the testcase they 
would like to run. Once their test list and experimental 
changes have been committed to revision control, 
they simply start a build of the associated experiment. 
Jenkins kicks off the build script, which calls VRM. The 
underlying verification engines (simulators, formal 
tools, emulators, etc.) are launched by VRM, and their 
results are in turn captured, organized, and displayed 
by VRM and the plugin.

The next section describes a typical debug session 
using the methodology, facilitated by the system, 
outlined above.

A DAY IN THE LIFE

The Debug Flow Chronicled 
Arriving in the morning, you find that a newly 
discovered design issue has been assigned to you. 
You review the description of the issue, crack open a 
debug spreadsheet, and copy the issue description 
into it. Ruminating over your first cup of coffee and 
donut (more engineers should eat donuts), you jot 
down several hypotheses, guesses, impressions 
(call them what you like, but record each one on a 
separate row) relating to what may have been the root 
cause of the issue. 

At this point, you start create _ensemble.sh 
with COUNT equal to the number of rows in the 
spreadsheet. The compute farm comes into play, 
creating all the necessary revision controlled work 
areas for both Jenkins and you, as described in the 
system build section.

While that’s running, and as you launch into your 
second cup of coffee, you describe what should be 
changed in the design or verification environment 
to produce an experiment that can either prove, 
disprove, or perhaps—in complex cases—just shed 
more light on your initial guess.

With the experimental procedures outlined, the last 
non-automated documentation preservation step 
begins. You copy the description of the debug issue 
to the associated Jenkins folder’s description field. 
You perform the same operation for each of the 
spreadsheet rows, copying your text into the Jenkins 
project description field for each experiment: 

Two work areas for each experiment

The Jenkins folder’s description field
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The Jenkins folder corresponding to the debug issue, 
and its contained collection of projects, now hold the 
same data as the original spreadsheet. 

Now the real engineering work begins in earnest. The 
necessary files are modified and committed for each 
experiment in each associated branch’s work area. 
Jenkins launches each of the experiments. The results 
for each experiment are displayed in the Jenkins UI.

As the initial results return, they either confirm 
or disprove your conjectures. If further debug is 
required, you use the data returned by the initial 
experiments to plan the next round. Artifacts 
documenting the progression of these experiments 
are stored in the results and notes contained in each 
project and its builds.

In this manner, you capture your entire debug 
thought process as an annotated and—just as 
importantly—executable workflow. 

BENEFITS OF THE METHODOLOGY 
AND THE ENABLING SYSTEM

The obvious: rigorous,  
controlled change management 
Perhaps the most obvious benefit is the ability to 
deliver on and enhance the promise of revision 
control. This stems both from the rigor that the 
automated framework imposes as well as Jenkins’ 
easy-to-use view into the revision control system.

To try new experiments, thanks to the double-
down work area system described in section two, 
an engineer has to commit their changes before 
they can be picked up by Jenkins and simulated in 
a build. This simple rule forces the engineer to track 
changes made for each experiment; changes that any 
of us—as humans—might have decided to shrug off 
because well, “it’s an obvious change,” or because 
“I’ll remember.” With these excuses disallowed, every 
step of an experiment is available for historical review. 

Engineers, and the project team as a whole, are also 
far more likely to benefit from the revision control 
system as it’s encapsulated in Jenkins. There’s 
no need to remember the various commands for 
retrieving the change log for a file. Likewise, there’s 

no system of note-keeping to define to 
make sure that revisions are cataloged. 
Everything is stored in an easily accessible 
format embedded with the specific builds 
contained in the Jenkins project.

Persistent experiment notes 
With artifacts that annotate the debug 
process, engineers do not have to reinvent 
the wheel when they find themselves 
wondering why they made a change 
to the code. It’s not the information in 
and of itself, but rather the information 
combined with the convenience and the 
rigor of the enabling system that make the 
real difference. Sure, you could have run 
SVN log to find out what changed during 

the time you were working on a give portion of the 
project, but the process of remembering dates, 
branch names, and SVN commands is just daunting 
enough to convince many engineers not to bother.

Executable thought processes 
The system allows you to recreate debug steps 
exactly as they were initially found in the wild. To 
begin working on an issue from any point in a debug 
tree, the user just needs to make a new copy of the 
repository using the revision number at that point. 
Then they can read the revision number directly  
from Jenkins.

1. svn copy –rxxx initial_branch initial_branch_rxxx
2. create_ensemble.sh 1 initial_branch_rxxx sandbox

Artifacts stored in Jenkins
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The above two steps first recreate the simulation 
environment as it appeared in the debug revision 
denoted by Jenkins, and then start a build in the new 
folder initial_branch_rxxx_sandbox so that it can be 
further explored. 

DELIVERING ON THE PROMISE  
OF BIG DATA 
So, now you’ve seen it, but how does this automated 
methodology get us from enhanced debug efficiency 
to a cultural shift towards using big data? Deploying 
this process within a project makes engineers more 
aware of what they can accomplish with big data 
in two ways. First, it shows them that their massive 
compute farms aren’t just for regressions. Second, 
the VRM plugin creates a constant awareness of the 
magnitude and variety of data that is easily accessible 
from their existing simulation runs. These two newly 
opened vistas have inspired a number of follow-on 
methodological tool flow applications. A few of the 
promising horizons we see are: 

Drive to coverage closure like you have  
a roadmap by capturing code coverage—and for 
that matter functional coverage—not at the end of a 
verification project, but at the start, and continuously 
throughout the project. Because all verification jobs 
are kicked off using Jenkins, coverage information 
is always readily available through the VRM plugin. 
Engineers can drive to closure from the start of the 
project rather than pray for closure at the end.

Treating the patient, (er project), while it’s still 
alive; or how to avoid postmortems: Now instead 
of waiting till the end of a project to try to figure 
out what went right and wrong, engineering teams 
can use the available data to constantly adapt and 
improve. For example, the captured SVN data from 
Jenkins can be used to judge the impacts that design 
and verification changes are having on the project. 
Additionally, both historical and contemporary 
coverage information can be used to determine 
where effort should be applied next and where things 
are beginning to slip.

Tuning for coverage: Optimizing test cases for 
coverage is an activity that seems obvious. I mean 
all the coverage driven verification methodologies 
proclaim its importance, but how many projects 
actually worry about it right from the start? Once 
again, the double edged sword of being able to easily 
kick off multiple jobs and being aware of the data 
available is incredibly powerful. As engineers execute 
simulations, they’re provided with information about 
how effective a set of constraints is at generating 
coverage, how it compared to other sets of 
constraints, and how much that coverage costs with 
respect to simulation run time.

There are many other applications of big data just 
waiting to create better informed, more efficient 
verification teams. We’re looking forward to seeing 
what the future brings! 
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Portable Stimulus has become quite the buzz-word 
in the verification community in the last year or two, 
but like most ‘new’ concepts it has evolved from 
some already established tools and methodologies. 
For example, having a common stimulus model 
between different levels of design abstraction has 
been possible for many years with graph-based 
stimulus automation tools like Questa® inFact. High-
Level Synthesis (HLS), which synthesizes SystemC/
C++ to RTL has also been available for many years 
with most users doing functional verification at the 
C-level using a mixture of home grown environments
or directed C tests.  With HLS now capable of doing
very large hierarchical designs, however, there
has been a growing need to have a verification
methodology that enables high performance and
production worthy constrained random stimulus for
SystemC/C++ in order to achieve coverage closure
at the C-level and then be able reproduce that exact
stimulus to test the synthesized RTL for confidence.
This article describes a methodology where, a
stimulus model can be defined (and refined) to help
reach 100% code coverage of the C++ HLS DUT, and
then reused in a SystemVerilog or UVM testbench
with the synthesized RTL. Given a truly common
model, it is also possible to maintain random
stability between the two environments, allowing
some issues to be found in one domain and then
debugged in the other.

INTRODUCTION
A little over a decade ago, ESL (Electronic System-
level) methodologies were all the rage and there 
were a number of language options that promised 
to raise the abstraction level for both design and 
verification, with C/C++, SystemC and SystemVerilog 
being the dominant ones. While C/SystemC are the 
most prevalent languages for abstract hardware and 
system modeling, SystemVerilog has standardized 
the necessary features needed for advanced 
verification such as constrained random stimulus 
and functional coverage.

At the same time, many users have been looking 
for more efficient ways to describe stimulus, 
specifically looking for ways to expand the number 
of verification scenarios that can be automated 
from a compact description, and also improve the 
efficiency in the generation process.

Questa® inFact has provided just such a capability, 
with a rule/graph based approach, borrowed from 
software testing techniques and enhanced for 
hardware verification. Since this rule based model 
is independent of the target language (it has been 
applied in at least 7 different HVL environments) it 
has always been a portable stimulus solution.

HLS users often state that one of the major benefits 
that they receive from moving to C++/SystemC 
for design is the performance for verification 
which enables them to run substantially more 
tests.  However, there are no standards in the C 
environment that have the power of SystemVerilog 
for advanced verification capabilities, which 
includes amongst other things, random/automated 
stimulus modeling. A Portable Stimulus solution 
provides this power and capability in addition to 
preserving the investment in creating a stimulus 
model for C-based simulation environments to be 
leveraged downstream when the RTL is wrapped in 
SystemVerilog, and vice-versa.

THE COMMON STIMULUS MODEL
The rule-based stimulus model is, as you might 
expect, created hierarchically from a main top-
level rule file, which typically varies very little from 
a default template, and one or more modular rule 
segment files. The top level rule file declares the 
main rule_graph, giving the graph model a name 
and, depending on the code architecture chosen 
doesn’t need to contain anything else other than 
statements to import the necessary rule segment 
files that define the details of the stimulus to be 
applied.

Portable Stimulus Modeling in a High-Level 
Synthesis User’s Verification Flow   
by Mike Andrews and Mike Fingeroff, Mentor, A Siemens Business
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The example in Figure 1 below shows four separate 
files, two of which – test_data_C.rules and test_data_
SV.rules – both define a graph object called test_
data_gen. These two top level rule files correspond 
to graph components that are language specific 
wrappers for the actual stimulus model. In other 
words, the inFact automated generators will create a 
C++ class called test_data_C, and an SV class called 
test_data_SV respectively, and each of these will 
define a rule graph model test_data_gen.

Both top-level rule files import a common hierarchy 
of rule segment files that actually define the behavior. 
By keeping all the definition of the rules hierarchy 
in common files, the compiled graph models will 
behave identically.

The test_data_C.rules file has an extra construct, 
which is an attribute that specifies language specific 
requirements for the code generated. In this case, 
it specifies the code needed to add an include 
statement to the generated C++ class definition file. 
The language supports other attributes that can be 
used to customize the generated HVL files, but these 
have no effect on the underlying graph model.

The test_data_gen.rseg file defines the rule for the 
scenario(s) that the graph can generate, which in this 
case is simply to loop through the randomization of 

the contents of the test_data object, shown 
by Figure 2 below.

Note: the scenario rule could include multiple 
objects, either instances of the same object type, or 
instances of multiple different types, as well as other 
graph topology constructs, and this will be described 
briefly later.

The test_data object itself, declared as a struct in the 
inFact rule language, is defined in a separate rule 
segment file, to allow for modularity and re-use. This 

struct has additional hierarchy, defining 
other structs called packedArray0 and 
packedArray1, which mirror C++ structs 
defined and used for the DUT stimulus in 
the C++ testbench.

This is another key element of the 
methodology, i.e. that the rule graph 
references objects that have the same 
name and hierarchy, and use data types 
that can be mapped to the corresponding 
C++ and SV types. Since the inFact 
language allows bit widths to be defined 
for all variables, this allows us to target the 
Mentor algorithmic bit-accurate data types 
and the SystemC data types.

In this example, the form of the test 
data object was derived from the 
C++ testbench around a C model that 
implements a configurable vector 

Figure 1. Hierarchical Rule Code Architecture

Figure 2. The test_data_gen Rule Graph
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multiply-accumulate. The first step therefore in 
implementing this methodology is to determine 
which of the DUT inputs are going to be 
randomized by the graph model, what their bit-
widths are, and to collect these into a test data 
struct or class. In this case, packedArray0 contains 
an 8-element fixed-size array of 10-bit values, 
packedArray1 contains a similar array of 7-bit 
values. Added to these is a single 4-bit quantity 
called num_col. The data types used for these 
structs are defined using the Mentor Algorithmic, 
bit-accurate data types allowing designs to be 
modeled with arbitrary precision.

Although this begins with the C++ testbench, 
there will also need to be a similar object in the 
SystemVerilog domain. The SystemVerilog and C++ 
versions of this object are shown in Figure 3.

The SystemVerilog model, like the inFact model, 
can contain algebraic constraints, and probably 
should if it is ever going to be randomized using 
a traditional SystemVerilog .randomize() call. 
If the inFact graph is always going to do the 
randomization, then this is not necessary.

Note: the single constraint in this simple example 
limits the values of num_col to the range 1 up to 8, 
but the inFact language supports all the common 
constraint operators that are used in SystemVerilog, 
with some minor syntax differences. As a bonus, for 
those familiar with SystemVerilog syntax, a utility 
is available to create or update the inFact graph 
model from the SystemVerilog one.

RUNNING IN A C TESTBENCH 
Once the test data object is defined, the integration 

of the portable stimulus 
model into the C testbench is 
quite simple. As mentioned 
previously, a C++ class is 
created automatically from 
the common rule model, 
and this class has a method 
built-in that corresponds to 
an interface that is defined in 
the rules language. The test_
data_gen.rseg file declares 
an interface called fill, that 
operates on any instance of 

the type test_data. This produces a method, task or 
function in the generated HVL object called ifc_fill, 
simple prepending ifc_.

This method, task or function will take an argument 
which is a handle to the corresponding HVL object 
of the same name – i.e. the test_data class or struct 
shown earlier.

So, the integration mechanism is simply to construct 
an instance of the class containing the portable 
stimulus model, and then call its ifc_fill method 
with a handle to the testbench test_data container. 
Figure 4 below shows a code excerpt from the 
C++ testbench, with the creation of a handle to the 
test_data struct – td_h – and a handle to the class 
containing the inFact model – td_gen_h – with the 
latter’s constructor call defining the instance name 
for inFact to use internally. This inFact instance 
name is important as it will be discussed later.

Figure 3. Test Data Types for SV and C++

Figure 4. Code Snippet from C++ Testbench
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Inside a for loop in the C++ test, the call to the ifc_fill 
method can be seen, followed by the assignment of 
the contents of the td_h struct instance to the local 
variables that will be applied to the C function that is 
the DUT in this bench.

This architecture is not really any different from using 
a SystemVerilog random class or sequence item and 
.randomize(), or a SystemC/SCV class with its ‘next’ 
method. The only difference is that the model doing 
the randomizing is an inFact graph model.

At this stage the value that the inFact portable 
stimulus model is adding is the ability to randomize 
several numeric values, while obeying any algebraic 
constraints that may be defined on these values, or 
their relationships.

CONSIDERING COVERAGE 
An additional value of the inFact model is that there 
is another type of input that can be overlaid on the 
stimulus model, which is termed a coverage strategy. 
This strategy can be considered somewhat analogous 
to a SystemVerilog covergroup, in that it defines the 
variables of interest, desired bins of these values, as 
well as crosses of these variables. The difference is 
that this is an input to the randomization process that 
alters the random distribution to efficiently cover the 
goals in the strategy.

The coverage metrics that are being measured in  
this case are not functional coverage coverpoints/ 
crosses but rather code coverage, which is more 
common in C/C++ environments (although functional 
coverage could also be implemented). So the goals 
defined in the coverage strategy should be, as 
the name implies, the encoding of a strategy (or 
strategies) expected to achieve high code coverage, 

or to target specific areas that are not included  
in other strategies.

Since the DUT in this example – the multiplier – is 
quite simple, a fairly simple strategy may suffice. 
The inFact tool set includes utilities that can create 
coverage strategies from a variety of inputs, including 
automated strategies of pre-defined types, custom 
strategies defined using a CSV file or spreadsheet, 
and also a graphical editor. In this example, an 
automated strategy can be used, which targets each 
stimulus variable in isolation, i.e. no crosses. For each 
variable in the test_data hierarchy (including each 
array element), the utility will ascertain all the legal 
values, employing an analysis of the constraints, and 
divide them into a defined number of bins. For this 
example a total of 128 bins was specified, since that 
would mean all the coeff values are covered for each 
7-bit element in that array. Distinct edge-bins (the 
individual values at the top and bottom of the range) 
can be added if desired, and in this case the larger 
quantities – the 10-bit data values – had two single-
value bins created at each of the two extremes.

As hoped, after running the automated strategy to 
completion, the code coverage results are very good 
– see Figure 5 below – hitting 100% (the results from 
the initial pure random test approach were about 20% 
lower).

Note: Being able to achieve 100% code coverage 
on the C++ source is essential to being able to easily 
close coverage on the synthesized RTL from HLS 
using the same stimulus.  This is because debugging 
C++ coverage issues is far easier than debugging the 
RTL output from HLS.

Figure 5. Code Coverage Results
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PORTABLE STIMULUS  
WITH RANDOM STABILITY  
While getting high code coverage is nice, the 
point of this article is to describe how a stimulus 
model, and one or more accompanying coverage 
strategies, can be developed for one domain and 
then re-run in another. A seed for the inFact stimulus 
model can be defined by a user, or simply output to 
a file from the original run.

The SystemVerilog wrapped version of the model 
can be dropped into an SV testbench to drive  
the RTL DUT in the same way as the C version,  
i.e. simply instantiate the SV class object that 
contains it, and then use its built-in task – ifc_fill –  
to randomize the contents of the SystemVerilog 
test_data class, as shown in Figure 6, above.

In this case, the packed arrays used in the test_data 
class need to be reformatted to fit the wide reg 
objects that are the DUT inputs in this case, but that 
is quite simple, with a concatenation operator being 
used – {arrEl[0], ... , arrEl[N]} – to achieve this.

In this example, the state of 
the coverage strategy can be 
queried via another available 
built-in function of the strategy – 
allCoverageGoalsHaveBeenMet() – 
and used as a qualifier for generating 
new inputs or to define a loop exit 
condition for the test.

When the SystemVerilog testbench 
is run, the code coverage produced 
for the RTL DUT is also high – 97.11% 
in this case, when running until the 
coverage strategy was completed,  

as shown below in figure 7.

While this example is simple it does illustrate the 
re-usability of the common portable stimulus 
model that the Questa® inFact tool suite provides. 
Of course additional tests are always likely to be 
needed for the RTL version of the DUT to handle the 
additional behavior added to the synthesized RTL. 
This is because the HLS process adds additional 
structures that do not exist in the untimed C++ 
source description such as stall-able interface 
protocols, control FSMs, and clock and reset logic.  
However, by closing 100% coverage on the C++ 
using an inFact portable stimulus model we are 
guaranteed to get the same coverage of the design 
functionality when running RTL verification.  Then it 
is simply a matter of adding additional tests to cover 
the remaining structures added by HLS.

CREATING MORE  
COMPLEX SCENARIOS 
Any number of rule graph scenario models can be 
created in this way and applied in either domain. 

Figure 7. The RTL Code Coverage Results

Figure 6. SystemVerilog Testbench Code Excerpt
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For example, a new scenario can be created by 
adding a new rule segment that creates two instances 
of the test data object – td1 and td2 – and uses them 
in the same fill interface in series in the rule. This 
allows the creation of a coverage strategy that would 
achieve transition coverage of one of the fields in 
test_data, e.g. the num_col variable. Figure 8 shows 
this new rule graph and the selection of the num_col 
variables in td1 and td2 as the fields to target for 
cross coverage.

Another advantage of this methodology is that the 
C and SystemVerilog testbenches don’t need to 
change, since they can just continue to call the ifc_fill 
method/task, without needing to be aware that each 
randomization is a different object in the stimulus 
model.

Another possibility would be to create different 
specializations of the test_data object, by giving each 
instance additional constraints, forcing a particular 
sequence of these specializations to follow each 
other in the scenario. Once again, no testbench 
modifications are required so long as the same 
interface is used for each instance.

SUMMARY 
The existence of portable stimulus solutions can help 
bring advanced verification capabilities to a C-based 
high-level verification environment, and also allow 
reuse of the investment in the stimulus models and 
coverage information at other levels of abstraction.

High-level synthesis users can especially benefit 
from this, especially if the stimulus created can 
be mirrored in both environments via seed-based 
random stability, since they are more familiar with 
the C source of the design and would find it easier to 
develop a comprehensive set of stimulus models at 
that level.  For the HLS user, portable stimulus gives 
them a standards-based methodology to predictably 
and quickly close coverage from C to RTL.

Figure 8. Scenario with Two Test Data Instances
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Designs are becoming more complex, and increas-
ingly include a processor – and often multiple 
processors. Because the processor is an integral  
part of the design, it’s important to verify the 
interactions between software running on the 
processor and the rest of the design. Verification 
and validation of the hardware/software boundary 
cannot reasonably be deferred until prototype 
bring-up in the lab, because software is so critical 
to the operation of today’s systems. Or, at least, 
verification teams do so at their own peril. I’m sure 
we’ve all heard the nightmare scenarios where, 
for example, a team discovered in the lab that the 
processor’s bus was connected to the design in 
reverse order, or the processor was unable to  
power up again from low-power mode. 

HW/SW STEPWISE REFINEMENT 
An obvious solution, of course, is to do more 
verification around the hardware/software boundary 
during the traditional verification process. However, 
we can’t just jump from hardware-centric verification 
to attempting to run a full application stack. With 
the complexity and voluminous debug logs that 
result from attempting to execute a large amount 
of software, tracking down simple bugs gets really 
complicated. 

A productive approach is to verify everything 
we can in the simplest verification environment 
that reasonably allows us to exercise the target 
functionality, has the greatest visibility, and has the 
least activity that is extraneous to the test intent. 

In this article we’ll look at a simple example involving 
register-access verification. Verifying that registers 
of an IP can be correctly written and read by the 
processor is a key integration-verification task. Even 
simple SoCs contain hundreds of registers, and 
creating the tests to verify that the processor can 
read and write each of them can be time consuming.

Figure 1 shows a simple SoC with flash and DDR 
memory, a tightly-coupled memory, and a UART and 
DMA engine whose registers are accessed via a low-
speed peripheral bus.

While we will eventually need to verify that code 
running on the processor can access IP registers, 
we can focus the verification task just a bit more 
by starting with UVM-based verification. Verifying 
the memory subsystem in UVM first will give us 
more confidence when bringing up software on 
the embedded processor. Using Mentor’s Questa® 
inFact portable stimulus tool will allow us to retarget 
the same test intent to a UVM and embedded soft-
ware environment, saving test-development time.

USING GRAPHS  
TO DESCRIBE REGISTERS 
Questa® inFact uses a declarative graph-based input 
description, which provides the power of constraint 
programming and adds the ability to specify 
decisions in an iterative fashion. This ability to make 
decisions iteratively is very helpful when it comes to 
specifying the constraints for accessing registers. 

Smoothing the Path to Software-Driven 
Verification with Portable Stimulus   
by Matthew Ballance, Mentor, A Siemens Business

Figure 1. Simple SoC
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We start by capturing the core attributes of  
a memory-test operation: address, access size,  
write data, and a write mask. The write mask  
specifies which bits are read/write, and which  
must be ignored for the purposes of checking. 

An action is a unit of behavior to be carried out in 
the target verification environment. Later on we’ll 
see how changing the implementation of the body 
action allows us to easily retarget the register-
access test intent to UVM and embedded-software 
environments.

The register access descriptor shown in Figure 2 
doesn’t include any details of the IPs in our system. 

We next need to add these restrictions in. Our DMA 
engine (the Wishbone DMA Core from opencores.
org) has a set of core registers, and then an array of 
channel-descriptor registers. Using a graph-based 
description allows us to describe the register address 
iteratively.

The graphical description in Figure 3 shows the 
process for selecting a DMA-register address:

• Select a core register or the array of channel-
control registers (dma_reg)

• If the channel-control registers are selected
o Select which channel (dma_ch)
o Select which channel register is being  

targeted (dma_ch_reg)

Figure 4 shows the textual description of this process. 

Figure 2. Core Register Access Struct

Figure 4. DMA Register Address Selection Rules

Figure 3. DMA Register Address Selection

struct regacc {
meta_action  addr[unsigned 31:0];
meta_action  size[unsigned 7:0];
meta_action  wr_data[unsigned 31:0];
meta_action  wr_mask[unsigned 31:0];

constraint size_c  {
size  > 0;
size inside [1,2]  | |  (( size %4)  = = 0);

}
action  body;

}

symbol  dma_regacc  =
dma_regs_c 
dma_reg 
if   {dma_reg  = =  IP_DMA_CH} 

 (dma_ch  dma_ch_reg) 
else eta

;

constraint  dma_regs_c  dynamic  {
size  = = 4;
if  (dma_reg  = = IP_DMA_CSR)  {

addr  = = (IP_DMA_BASE  +  0x00000000) ;
wr_mask  = = 0x00000001 ;

}
if   (dma_reg  = =  IP_DMA_INT_MSK_A)  {

addr  = = (IP_DMA_BASE  +  0x00000004) ;
wr_mask  = = 0x7FFFFFFF ;

}
if   (dma_reg  = =  IP_DMA_INT_MSK_B)  {

addr  = = (IP_DMA_BASE  +  0x00000008) ;
wr_mask  = = 0x7FFFFFFF ;

}
if   (dma_reg  = =  IP_DMA_INT_SRC_A)  {

addr  = = (IP_DMA_BASE  +  0x0000000C) ;
wr_mask  = = 0x7FFFFFFF ;

}
if   (dma_reg  = =  IP_DMA_INT_SRC_B)  {

addr  = = (IP_DMA_BASE  +  0x00000010) ;
wr_mask  = = 0x7FFFFFFF ;
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There are, of course, more detailed constraints for 
specifying the register address and write-mask 
which are coded in the constraints shown in Figure 
5. Note that this constraint is marked as ‘dynamic’, 
which means that it only applies once activated 
within the graph – in this case, once we’ve decided 
to access a DMA register. While these constraints 
were created by hand, they could also be generated 
from a machine-readable register description, such 
as IP-XACT, SystemRDL, etc.

Once we integrate the DMA, UART, and TCM 
portions of our register-access graph, we arrive at 
the graph shown in Figure 6. We can view this as 
a flow chart: first, we decide which IP to access, 
then the graph branches based on the selected 
IP and specific choices are made. For example, 
the left-most graph branch contains DMA-specific 
decisions.

TARGETING TESTS 
Even our small SoC has over 250 registers, and a 
real SoC would have many times more. We need to 
ensure that we access all of these registers, and that 
we access them in some random order. We might 
also want to focus our testing a bit – for example, 
just test the UART registers.

Questa® inFact allows a 
combination of constraints 
and graph-coverage goals 
to be used to focus testing 
on the goals to be achieved. 
Constraints specify which 
tests are allowed to be 
generated, while coverage 
goals prioritize systematic 
generation of some tests. For 
example, a constraint could 
be used to specify that the 
UART isn’t currently ready to 
be tested. A coverage goal is 
used to specify that the focus 
of a given test is the DMA 
engine, but other available 
IPs can be targeted once that 
goal is achieved.

Figure 5. DMA Register Address Selection Constraints

Figure 6. Simple SoC Register Access Graph

}
if   (dma_reg  = =  IP_DMA_CH)  {

addr  = = (IP_DMA_BASE  +  (dma_ch_reg  *  4)   + 
                                                            (0x20  *  ( dma_ch +1) ) ) ;

if   (dma_ch_reg  = =  IP_DMA_CH_CSR)  { 
wr_mask  = = ‘b0000_0000_1111_1110_0001_ 
1111_1111 ;

}
if   (dma_ch_reg  = =  IP_DMA_CH_SZ)  { 

wr_mask  = = 0xFF0FFF ;
}
if   (dma_ch_reg  = =  IP_DMA_CH_A0  | |   
       dma_ch_reg = = IP_DMA_CH_A1)  { 

wr_mask  = = 0xFFFFFFFC ;
}
if   (dma_ch_reg  inside  = =  [IP_DMA_CH_AM0, 
                                                              IP_DMA_CH_AM1])  { 

wr_mask  = = 0xFFFFFFF0 ;
}
if   (dma_ch_reg  inside  = =  [IP_DMA_CH_DESC, 
                                                              IP_DMA_CH_SWPTR])  { 

wr_mask  = = 0xFFFFFFFC ;
}

}
}
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The coverage goal (the blue-shaded region) shown in 
Figure 7, on the following page, focuses test activity 
on the DMA registers for the current test. Questa® 
inFact will generate tests that systematically access 
the DMA registers in a pseudo-random order, then 
generate a mix of accesses to DMA, UART, and TCM.

MAPPING TO A  
UVM ENVIRONMENT 
Thus far, the description of register-access testing  
that we’ve created is independent of any verification 
environment. We now need to provide a little glue 
logic to connect our test graph into a subsystem- 
level verification environment.

In our UVM subsystem-level 
environment, we’ve replaced the 
RTL model of the processor with 
a bus functional model (BFM) 
to access registers across the 
interconnect. Our register-test 
graph is encapsulated in a UVM 
virtual sequence that will access 
registers via the BFM.

Our base ‘CPU’ virtual sequence 
provides access to the BFM via a 
class API that supports reads and 
writes of various sizes. We’ve added 
a specific ‘memcheck’ sequence 
that carries out write, read-back, 
and check inside a ‘do_memcheck’ 
task, which is shown in Figure 9.

The mapping information needed 
to connect our register-test graph 
to the do_memcheck task in the 
virtual sequence is collected in a 
file – target.rseg in this case. The 
mapping information is shown in 
Figure 10.

The mapping information specifies:

• That our graph should be 
encapsulated in a class that extends 
from or1k_memcheck_vseq
• That we should use the or1k_
memcheck_c class to represent  
the or1k_soc_regacc struct in the  
UVM environment.
• That the do_memcheck task 
should be called when the ‘body’ 
action within or1k_soc_regacc 
executes.

Figure 7. Coverage Goal Focused on DMA

Figure 8. Subsystem-level Verification Environment
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With just these few lines of code, we can now run 
our register-test graph in our UVM environment. 
This allows us to verify the basics of register 
connectivity, and debug any issues using our 
standard UVM and SystemVerilog debug tools.

MAPPING TO EMBEDDED SW 
But, of course, verifying that our BFM can access 
register memories doesn’t definitively ensure that 
our processor will be able to. Consequently, it’s still 
important to run register-access tests as embedded 
software on the processor. In its simplest form, this 
full SoC verification environment might look like 
what is shown in Figure 11.

In this case, we will create a series of tests written 
in ‘C’ that write and read-back registers using the 

processor. Our tests will use 
a do_memcheck function to 
perform the actual write, read-
back, and check. This function 
is shown in Figure 12 on the 
following page.

Just as with the UVM 
environment, we need to 
specify how the graph maps 
to the embedded software 
environment. The mapping 
information is shown in Figure 
13, also on the following page.

 
Figure 11. Software-Driven Verification Environment

Figure 9. UVM do_memcheck task

Figure 10. UVM Sequence Target Mapping

class  or1k_memcheck_vseq  extends  or1k_cpu_vseq ;
`uvm_object_utils (or1k_memcheck_vseq)

task do_memcheck (or1k_memcheck_c c) ;
bit [31:0] read_data = 0 ;

case (c.size)
1: begin

m_bfm.write8 (c.addr, c.wr_data) ;
m_bfm.read8 (c.addr, read_data) ;

end
2: begin

m_bfm.write16 (c.addr, c.wr_data) ;
m_bfm.read16 (c.addr, read_data) ;

end
4: begin

m_bfm.write32 (c.addr, c.wr_data) ;
m_bfm.read32 (c.addr, read_data) ;

end
endcase

if  (read_data != (c.wr_data & c.wr_mask))  begin 
`uvm_error  (get_name () , $psprintf (

“Access to ‘h%08h failed: Expect  ‘h%08h ; 
  Receive  ‘h%08h” , 
 c.addr, (c.wr_data & c.wr_mask),  
read_data));

end
endtask

attributes rule_graph  {
base_class = “or1k_memcheck_vseq”;

}

attributes  or1k_soc_regacc  {
type = “or1k_memcheck_c”;

}

attributes  or1k_soc_regacc.body  {
action_stmt = “do_memcheck (${item});”;

}
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The mapping information specifies the following:

• That the header file or1k_memcheck.h must be 
included. This file declares the do_memcheck 
function.

• That the function do_memcheck must be called 
each time the body action executes, passing  
the values of the addr, size, wr_data, and  
wr_mask fields.

GENERATING C-TESTS 
Because we’ve described a graph-based model of 
the register tests to perform, we now have a lot of 
flexibility in how we generate specific sets of tests. 
Figure 14 shows one example of a generated test. In 
this case, we’ve allowed inFact to target all three IPs, 
but restricted the test to just five iterations through 
the graph.

 

As you can see, the generated test is a directed test 
with randomized values filled in by inFact during 
the generation process. While this specific test will 
always do the same thing every time it is run, we can 
achieve more randomness across regression runs by 
re-generating the test with a different seed each time 
the regression runs.

In order to achieve coverage of the register-access 
goals that we described earlier, we will need to 
generate more specific tests. Because all of these 
tests are generated from a single declarative model, 

Figure 12. Embedded software do_memcheck function

void  do_memcheck (
 uint32_t  addr,
 uint32_t  size,
 uint32_t  wr_data,
 uint32_t  wr_mask
 )  {

uint32_t  rd_data;

switch (size)  {  
case 1:  {
 write8(addr, wr_data);
 rd_data  =  read8(addr);
}  break;
case 2:  {
 write16(addr, wr_data);
 rd_data  =  read16(addr);
}  break;
case 4:  {
 write32(addr, wr_data);
 rd_data  =  read32(addr);
}  break;
}

if (rd_data != (wr_data & wr_mask))  {
 error(addr, rd_data, (wr_data & wr_mask));
}

}

Figure 13. Embedded software mapping

attributes rule_graph  {
include +=”
 #include \ “or1k_memcheck.h\”
“ ;

 }

attributes or1k_soc_regacc.body  {
action_stmt = ”
 do_memcheck(${addr}, ${size}, ${wr_data}, ${wr_mask});
“ ;

 }

Figure 14. Example Register Test

void  or1k_subsys_regtest_seq_test(void) {
do_memcheck(0x80000074,   4,  0xcc831f7d,  0xfffffff0) ;
do_memcheck(0x80000004,   4,  0xe8f9dd44,  0x7fffffff) ;
do_memcheck(0x90000528,   16,  0xd51f56e2,  0x3651b705) ;
do_memcheck(0x9000005f,   1,  165,  0xfffffff0) ;
do_memcheck(0x8000000c,   4,  0x763b2c6,  0x7fffffff0) ;

 }
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it’s easy to simply change the options to the test-
generation program in order to move between 
running many tests that each make a few calls to 
do_memcheck per test to running a few tests that 
each make many calls to do_memcheck per test.  
It’s also easy to adjust targeted coverage goals to, 
for example, generate a series of tests that only 
focus on DMA register tests.

SUMMARY 
Taking a step-wise approach to verifying 
interactions between embedded processors and 
the IPs in the rest of the design saves time by finding 
bugs earlier in the verification process when they’re 
easiest to debug and correct. Portable stimulus 
allows high-quality tests to be generated from test 
intent that is described once, and retargeted to 
multiple environments. This addresses the major 
challenges of taking stepwise approach, which 
are the amount of duplicated effort to execute 
test intent in multiple places, as well as the need 
to create embedded software tests using low-
productivity directed tests. In this article we’ve seen 
how a single description of test intent for testing 
access to SoC registers, as a part of SoC integration 
testing, can be easily targeted to both UVM and 
embedded-software environments. We’ve seen 
how this test intent is described and targeted to 
specific environments with Mentor’s Questa® inFact 
portable stimulus tool.

Next time you start planning for SoC integration 
testing, consider how portable stimulus and a  
step-wise testing approach can benefit your 
verification process!
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Verification of complex SoC (System on Chip) requires 
tracking of all low level data (i.e. regression results, 
functional and code coverage). Usually, verification 
engineers do this type of tracking manually or using 
some automation through scripting. Manual efforts 
in order to get above information while verifying 
complex SoC may lead us towards the delay in project 
execution. A verification planning tool can help to 
reduce such manual efforts and make the tracking 
process more efficient. Mentor, A Siemens Business 
has such a Verification Planning tool for QuestaSim 
within their Verification Management tool suite known 
as “Questa® Testplan Tracking”. This article contains 
detailed steps to use this tracking process along with 
key features which can reduce the time in verification 
cycle to track the verification progress.

INTRODUCTION 
Mentor’s Verification Testplan Tracking facilitates 
the verification process management across all 
relevant aspects. Without such automation, tracking 
of verification progress requires a lot of manual 
effort in order to get information like coverage and 
regression status in a common place. Functional 
and code coverage numbers are key parameters 
in verification and without it verification cannot be 
closed. Regression analysis (individual test status) is 
also an important aspect of tracking the verification 
progress. Questa® Verification Management 
automates the tracking of verification progress 
by offering the analysis and optimization facilities 
followed by additional features like trend analysis, 
back annotation of results, filtration of specific data 
and other features. It provides the top level summary 
of all verification aspects, which provides real time 
visibility into the project to all parties, i.e. designers, 
verification engineers, project managers, etc. Due to 
this visibility, it becomes easy to manage risk factors 
and efficiency so project execution can be improved. 

MOTIVATION FOR QUESTA® 
TESTPLAN DEVELOPMENT 
Functional verification has been described as a major 
challenge in SoC designs with proper visibility into 
the verification process as a major factor contributing 
to this challenge. This lack of visibility impacts design 
quality, schedule predictability and cost.

A testplan is a document which captures the 
important features of a design and details regarding 
how they will be verified. Questa testplan is such a 
plan which can be linked directly to the coverage 
database and results can be annotated in that plan 
itself. By putting such a plan in place that captures list 
of verification intent, one can organize the tracking 
of verification progress better. While verifying the 
complex SoC (System on Chip), it may be possible 
that all the features we have listed in the Questa 
Testplan do not have equal priority. For that case, 
one can add separate user defined attributes in the 
testplan to provide priority for individual features. 
Verification engineers can focus their coverage 
closure efforts on the critical features that have been 
identified as a whole followed by important features 
and then by the “nice to have” features.

BASIC FLOW FOR QUESTA® VM 
VERIFICATION PLANNING  
Questa Testplan includes feature wise test scenarios, 
functionality covered by that feature (functional 
coverage), assertions, code coverage and such more 
in XML format. After preparing such Questa Testplan, 
conversion of such plan in UCDB (Unified Coverage 
Database) format is required using xml2ucdb 
command. After running the regression, separate 
coverage databases will be available for individual 
test scenarios. At the time of merging of these 
coverage databases, Questa Testplan in UCDB format 
needs to be merged so that the results can be linked 
with the data available in Questa Testplan. One can 

Verification Planning with  
Questa® Verification Management  
by Kishan Kalavadiya and Bhavinkumar Rajubhai Patel, eInfochips
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back annotate the results in XML format of Questa 
Testplan and the same results will be available 
in HTML report or in GUI as well. Creation of the 
Questa Testplan required certain steps and syntax, 
which is explained in the upcoming section.  

DETAILED STEPS FOR QUESTA® 
TESTPLAN DEVELOPMENT 
In many cases, the features will be verified in 
simulation and recorded as verified using coverage 
analysis. For Questa Testplan which facilitates 
back annotation of information, linking between 
the testplan and simulations is required. For that, 
certain document format must be followed. The 
format for Questa Testplan is described below with 
detailed steps.

Step: 1. Install Questa add-in in Microsoft® Excel 
By default, Microsoft Excel does not contain 
Questa option in toolbar. So the user needs to 

install Questa add-in which is open source and 
freely available. After installing this add-in, it will be 
available in the toolbar as shown in figure 2.

Step: 2. Prepare the Questa Testplan 
For creating the Questa Testplan,  
select create testplan option from  
Questa VM option as shown in figure 3.

Questa’s Testplan Tracking requires four distinct 
pieces of information for each requirement 
captured. They are Section, Title, Link and Type. 
Link is one of the attributes used while developing 
the Questa Testplan, which is required to link plan 
information to the actual results. The additional 
information for each requirement includes a 

Description, a Weight and a Goal. 
While these additional fields are not 
required, they are used the majority 
of the time. Questa’s Testplan 
Tracking also has the flexibility  
to allow user defined fields. If we 
look at the typically used fields in  

Figure 1. Basic Flow Diagram

Figure 3. Questa® VM options and Testplan Details

Figure 2. Questa add-in in Microsoft Office Toolbar
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a spreadsheet format, each field is represented  
by a column in the spreadsheet as shown in figure 4.

After preparing the Questa Testplan, it can be  
saved as XML or can be directly exported to XML 
from Questa VM options as shown in figure 3 on  
the previous page.

User can track different information by specifying  
the different options in Type field. Description for  
 
 
 

options available for Type field is as 
shown in table 1, below.

According to the requirement, user 
can set several rules as per the option 
available in Add Rule option. In figure 
5, rule is applied to get the recursive 
toggle and statement coverage for 

some particular module, as shown  
on the opposite page.

 Step: 3. XML to UCDB  
Conversion of Questa Testplan 
Convert this XML Questa Testplan in UCDB  
using the command below:  
xml2ucdb -format Excel verification_plan.xml -ucdbfilename 
verification_plan.ucdb

Figure 4. Sample Questa Testplan Format

Table 1. Coverage Construct Type Field options
Coverage 

Construct —  
in “Type” field

Description

Assertion Assertion statement

Bin Coverage item bin

Branch Branch coverage scope

Condition Condition coverage scope

CoverGroup SystemVerilog covergroup statement

CoverPoint SystemVerilog coverpoint statement

CoverItem
Generic name for any coverage or design object in a UCDB.  This can be used to specify any objects not fitting  
into another category of construct.

Cross SystemVerilog cross-coverage statement

Directive PSL cover directives and SystemVerilog “cover” statements/properties

DU All coverage on a given design unit

Expression Expression coverage scope

Formal_Proff 
Formal_Assumption

Formal property of assertion object

FSM State Machine coverage scope

Instance All coverage on a given instance

Rule
Forms a link using an automatically created virtual covergroup “User Rules” — either from a set of pre-defined  
Rules, or one you create.

Tag Forms a link using any coverage tag command arguments which are specified in the Link column.

Test Link to test attribute record. This is the test name.

Toggle Toggle coverage scope

XML Triggers hierarchical (nested) testplan import.
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Step: 4. Regression and Coverage  
Database generation 
After preparing the Testplan, next step is to 
develop test cases to verify the features listed in 
plan. After running the regression of those test 
cases, command for merge all separate coverage 
databases is as shown, above right:  

vcover merge merged_cov.ucdb 
<test1.ucdb> <test2.ucdb>…
<testn.ucdb> verification_plan.ucdb

We can back annotate  
the results in existing  
XML format Questa 
Testplan using option 
below:  
Questa VM > coverage  
data > annotate

Step: 5. HTML  
Report generation 
Command for the HTML 
report generation from 
merged coverage database 
is as shown below:  
vcover report -html -htmldir covreport 
merged_cov.ucdb -details -testhitdata

VERIFICATION 
RESULTS 
ANALYSIS 
Questa’s Testplan Tracking 
facilitates with multiple 
formats for analysis of the 
results hierarchically so 
that it will become easy 
to address the failures 
identified in regression and 
track the coverage holes to 
complete the verification 
process. Find below sample 
reports for analysis in 
different format.

Figure 6 and figure 7 
contain the top level 
summary of Questa 
Testplan in GUI and HTML 
format respectively. 
Annotated Questa  

Testplan in XML format in figure 8 contains the  
same information which is shown in figure 6  
and figure 7. Figure 8 (on the following page)  
shows the syntax for different Link options  
as per the requirements.

Figure 5. Add Rule option in Questa Testplan

Figure 6. Verification Management Tracker in GUI

Figure 7. Questa Testplan in HTML
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Asterisk (*) is permissible in case of the same naming 
convention. Here in the above annotated Questa 
Testplan, section 2.5 containing 4 random test cases, 
out of which, 3 are passing and 1 is failing. To link 
these test cases with merged database, ‘ * ’ is being 
used in Link attribute. Here, pass/fail status of these 
test cases is in terms of coverage itself (i.e., getting 
75% coverage for 4 objects means 3 test cases are 
passing out of 4 random cases). Similarly, we can get 
the results in cases of multiple iteration of the same 
test case.

Filtration is also one of the key features of Testplan 
Tracking, with which a user can filter out user-
specific results from the whole report. A user can 
use Attribute Name, Coverage Numbers, Weight, 
Link Type, Instance Type and much more to filter the 
required data. Users need to create individual filters 
according to the requirements, as shown in the GUI 
illustrated in figure 9.

Select Tools > Filter >  
Setup > Create

Users can apply the filter 
using the option below:

Select Tools > Filter >  
Apply > Name_of_Filter  

Example for the filtration 
feature is shown in figure 9.

TREND ANALYSIS
Trend analysis offers the 
ability to track the progress 
of the coverage over time 
of all the objects. For trend 
analysis, user needs to 
manage one trend UCDB 
after each regression. Trend 
UCDB is nothing but a 
special purpose UCDB file 
which contains the coverage 
data over the period for 
trend analysis.

Trend reporting offers 
2-dimensional representation 
of coverage number over the 
period for individual feature 

or instance of DUT. Trend report can be viewed in 
multiple formats (i.e. HTML Report, XML Report, etc.)

Trend reports appear in the GUI using trend UCDB at  
Verification Management > Browser > Trend Analysis

Command for trend UCDB generation from 
command line is as shown below:

vcover merge -trend [-output] <trend ucdb> <ucdb inputs>

Sample trend reports and a graphical representation 
for the same is shown in figure 10 and figure 11 
respectively.

Figure 8. Annotated Questa Testplan in XML

Figure 9. Filtration in Verification Planner
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CONCLUSIONS 
Verification of complex SoC projects is a 
complex process to manage without Verification 
Management. Automation of Verification Planning 
provides deeper visibility into the regression 
process to allow for throughput optimization. 
Questa VM’s Testplan Tracking Tool enables us to 
analyze the regression failures and coverage holes 
more efficiently by providing the reports in multiple 
formats. Use of Testplan Tracking can reduce the 
manual effort which is required to update the 
verification documents at the time of closure  
and quicken the documentation in a more 
appropriate format.

REFERENCES 
Questa SIM Verification Management  
User Manual (Software Version 10.4c)

Figure 10. Date wise trend report in VM Trender (GUI)

Figure 11. 2-Dimensional Graph in Trend Analysis 
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The purpose of this article is to present the 
verification process of HDL Design House MIPI®  
CSI2 TX IP core using Questa® VIPs by Mentor,  
A Siemens Business. 

ABOUT THE CSI2 PROTOCOL 
Camera Serial Interface 2 (CSI2) defines 
communication protocol between a peripheral 
device (camera) and a host processor. It is intended 
for point-to-point image and video transmission 
between transmitter (camera) and receiver (host 
processor). It is mostly used in mobile and automotive 
industry. High performance and low power are the 
key features.

CSI2 TRANSMITTER IP 
HDL Design House’s CSI2 Transmitter IP (HIP3900), 
a silicon proven IP, was successfully integrated into 
million gate LSI that was implemented in Fujitsu’s 
65nm process technology. It supports high speed 
video transmission protocol used in automotive 
applications – The Automotive Pixel Link (APIX®).

The key features of HIP3900 are:

• High level of robustness 
and ability to detect  
and handle incomplete 
lines (lines that contain 
fewer number of pixels 
than configured  
horizontal resolution) 

• Incomplete frames (frames 
that contain fewer number 
of lines than configured  
vertical resolution)

• Ability to handle non-
continuous input data  
stream (where pixels 
belong to one line  
do not arrive back-  
to-back) 

The HIP3900 is a fully synthesizable design with 
~60K gates without the internal FIFOs. There are four 
Pixel interfaces, dedicated for attaching up to four 
Cameras. Only one camera stream can be processed 
at a time. Since a physical layer is supposed to be 
connected to PPI interface, the HIP3900 uses D-PHY 
and supports up to 4 data lanes for data transmission 
in high speed mode. The HIP3900 is software 
configurable using ~35 registers, 32bit wide each, 
that are split into configuration, status, and power 
group registers. The registers are accessed through 
AHB-Lite slave port using 8/16/32bit access. Software 
can use interrupt output pin for indication if any error 
has been detected during transmission. The HIP3900 
architecture is shown in the picture below.  

Based on the current registers configuration, input 
data stream (coming from the one active camera) is 
stored in the Camera Buffer. The data stored in the 
Camera Buffer is later reformatted and packed into 
CSI2 packets. Based on the current transmission 
mode (High or Low speed), CSI2 packets are 
forwarded to HS/ESC signals at the PPI interface.

MIPI® CSI2 TX IP Verification Using Questa® VIPs   
by Ivan Ristic, HDL Design House

Figure 1.
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VERIFICATION  
The HIP3900 verification was based on constrained-
random verification approach which represents an 
effective method to achieve the coverage goals 
quickly and with low number of tests. Another very 
important advantage of the constrained-random 
verification compared to the directed testing is 
that it helps in exercising corner-case scenarios 
that would otherwise most probably be missed, 
consequently finding the corner-case defects. The 
verification environment is a self-test by using run 
time (also known as “online”) checkers, ensuring 
correctness of the DUT functionality and simplifying 
error analysis and debug at the same time. The 
functional coverage provided with the verification 
environment represents a metric that measures 
functional testing completeness.

The testbench verification environment is 
developed using SystemVerilog language and 
it aligned with UVM-1.2 methodology. CSI2 and 
AHB-Lite QVIPs, developed by Mentor, A Siemens 
Business, are used in the testbench environment 
as such. All other testbench components were 
developed from scratch.

Mentor’s QuestaSim 10.5a was used in  
simulations for the tests run and debug.

The HIP3900 verification process, as most IP  
level verification processes, starts with verification 
planning and testplan creation. Testplan is a 
document which contains requirements or features 
that need to be verified in design, verification 
metrics that will be collected from the testbench 
environment and the linking of requirements or 
features to the metrics (tests, cover points, crosses, 
assertions). The HIP3900 testplan is written in 
XML format using the OpenOfficeTM tool. The 
Questa OpenOffice Add-On feature proved to be 
convenient and helpful, since its usage sped up the 
testplan development. The provided ability to read 
collected coverage database stored in the Unified 
Coverage Database format (UCDB) and extract 
the list of all verification metrics made linking very 
simple and quick. Since both QVIPs (CSI2 and 
AHB) are delivered together with the testplans, 
CSI2 and AHB testplans are simply ported into the 
HIP3900 testplan, additionally speeding up the 

testplan development. At the end, HIP3900 testplan 
contained only features and requirements that are 
IP specific while AHB and CSI2 are assumed to be 
covered by the respective testplans.

The testbench verification environment is 
composed of the following components:

• Camera VIP
• AHB-Lite QVIP
• CSI2 QVIP
• Scoreboard
• Register Abstract Layer (RAL) – composed of 

register block, predictor and adapter 

Camera VIP 
The Camera VIP is a component that is used to 
generate and drive a variety of input data stream 
(in terms of data formats and resolutions) onto the 
DUT Pixel Interface. It also provides a possibility for 
error injection (less number of pixels in a line than 
configured horizontal resolution or fewer lines in 
a frame than configured vertical resolution). Apart 
from generating and driving the data stream, the 
Camera VIP provides functionality for monitoring, 
checking and providing appropriate events. Events 
that are detecting any event at the interface such 
as frame start, frame end, line start and line end 
were very useful for synchronization with IP and 
prediction. For collecting data stream in terms of 
camera lines and frames, the monitor also provides 
an analysis port that can be used to send these 
events and collected camera transactions to the 
attached subscriber for further processing. The 
monitor is also where the coverage collection 
takes place. There are four instances of the Camera 
VIP that are attached to four physical DUT pixel 
interfaces.

AHB-Lite Questa® VIP 
The AHB-Lite Questa VIP is used as an active master 
agent. It is used to verify the DUT AHB interface 
implementation. Its built-in sequences are used 
to generate different kinds of AHB traffic. QVIP 
monitor provides protocol checks and coverage 
collection. Apart from protocol checks and 
coverage collection, the monitor also collects the 
AHB bus transactions, and sends them through an 
analysis port to the attached subscriber.
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CSI2 Questa® VIP 
The CSI2 Questa VIP is used as an active master 
PPI processor agent. The main purpose of this 
component (its monitor) in the verification 
environment is to:

• Collect the CSI2 traffic at the PPI interface and 
send it to the scoreboard for further processing.

• QVIP monitor provides assertions that ensure 
correct DUT behavior at the PPI interface. CSI2 
Questa VIP is fully responsible to check if the DUT 
is protocol compliant.

• Coverage collection. CSI2 Questa VIP coverage 
is used as measurement of what portion of CSI2 
protocol feature has been excesses. 

Scoreboard 
The Scoreboard class represents a DUT reference 
model. It is used to predict output data stream based 
on the current DUT configuration and input data 
stream. It also provides assertions that compare the 
collected output data stream with the predicted one 
and, in that way, verifies proper DUT functionality.

UVM Registers 
Since the HIP3900 IP is a software configurable 
device and contains registers, there is a need to 
emulate registers in verification environment and 
verify their functionality. The Register Assistant UVM 
was used for generating 
SV/UVM register package. 
As an input, the Register 
Assistant UVM uses a 
simple spreadsheet (CSV) 
document where the 
registers are described. 
Prior to generation of an 
output (SV/UVM register 
package in terms of SV 
source code), the Register 
Assistant UVM provides and 
runs certain built-in checks 
(e.g. address overlapping) 
that verify a sort of sanity 
correctness of the input 
file. The UVM register 
generator allows a register 
to be accessed through 
the bus cycle (frontdoor) 

but also allows registers to be accessed directly 
from verification environment via hierarchical path 
(backdoor) providing a way for fast register access (in 
zero simulation time).

The Register adapter is a component that is used 
to convert a register accessing transaction into the 
corresponding AHB bus transaction.

The Register predictor is a component that is used 
to convert the collected AHB bus transaction into 
the corresponding register transaction. In case of 
a write register transaction, the predictor updates 
the register within register block based on its fields 
attributes, while in case of a read register transaction 
the predictor compares value driven by the DUT with 
the one predicted by the register block.

Data flow 
The testbench verification environment architecture  
is presented in the picture below.

The picture below also shows the data flow. Each 
test (except for the register tests), starts with 
DUT configuration which is done using a register 
sequence. The Register adapter is responsible 
for converting the registers accesses into an AHB 
sequence and for sending that sequence to the AHB 
QVIP sequencer. The AHB QVIP sequencer forwards 
the AHB sequence items to its driver and the driver 

Figure 2.
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translates the AHB sequence items into traffic driven 
over the DUT AHB interface. Once the AHB QVIP 
monitor collects the AHB transaction from the bus, 
it sends that transaction to the register predictor 
which, based on the collected data, updates the 
testbench register model or compares the collected 
data with the expected ones.

Once the configuration phase is done, the tests 
start a Camera sequence to generate various 
frames. The Camera sequencer takes the frames 
from the Camera sequence and passes them to its 
driver which translates frames into traffic driven 
at the DUT pixel interface. The Camera monitor 
is responsible for collecting lines and frames 
from the pixel interface. It sends the collected 
lines and frames to the attached subscriber (in 
this case, the scoreboard) via its analysis port for 
further processing. The monitor also informs the 
scoreboard when any other event (frame start, 
frame end, line start, line end) is detected at the 
interface.

The CSI2 QVIP monitor is responsible for 
monitoring signals at the DUT PPI interface. Each 
time when the monitor collects a CSI2 packet (a 
short or a long one), it sends it to the attached 
subscriber (scoreboard) for further processing. The 
monitor also provides protocol checks which are 
used to ensure that the DUT does not violate the PPI 
protocol.

The scoreboard class contains two analysis exports. 
One of them provides functionality for predicting 
CSI2 packets based on the collected Camera line, 
frame or events (frame start, frame end, line start, 
line end) and the current DUT configuration. The 
predicted CSI2 packets are stored in a scoreboard 
queue. The second export provides functionality 
for comparing the collected CSI2 packets with the 
predicted ones.

The Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) sequence is 
monitoring the DUT interrupt line at all times. Once 
the line is driven (active) high, the ISR sequence 
performs certain actions (checks whether the 
interrupt occurrence was expected or not, reads 
status registers, clears the interrupt, etc.).

In order to exercise erroneous scenarios and the 
HIP3900 features where the errors (in terms of 
invalid lines or frames) were expected, some of the 
CSI2 QVIPs errors need to be refined for the test 
scenarios with error injection.

The register related tests do not involve a data 
stream so the data flow is a bit different. The 
purpose of these tests is to ensure that the DUT 
registers can be read and written using any AHB 
size (byte, half word, word). The AHB VIP built-in 
sequences are used to implement the register 
related test scenarios.

Throughout tests and regression run, the 
verification progress is measured using Questa® 
Verification Management Tracker. The HIP3900 
testplan, written in XML format, with imported CSI2 
and AHB-Lite testplans and metrics linked to their 
requirements, is converted and reformatted into 
UCDB format (reformatting done by QuestaSim). 
The collected coverage from one or more tests 
(regression) is merged with UCDB testplan (merging 
done by QuestaSim). The merged coverage can be 
opened in QuestaSim and analyzed in Verification 
Management Tracker. Apart from showing holes 
in the coverage, this also provides information on 
missing connections (request -> metrics) and tests 
ranking. A very useful feature of the Verification 
Management Tracker is the possibility of generating 
HTML reports, which represents a convenient and 
effective way to share the progress facts.

CONCLUSIONS 
Mentor QVIPs are well documented. They are 
delivered with user guides written in PDF format 
and with HTML documents that describe QVIPs 
classes, the class members (fields, functions, tasks) 
and other components that are used. Besides 
documentation, the QVIPs delivery also contains 
testplans which can easily be ported into other 
testplans and speedup time needed for developing 
testplan related to protocol specific feature and 
focus planning to non-protocol features of the 
DUT. Another useful part of the QVIPs delivery are 
the demonstration examples which show how the 
QVIPs can be used. The existence of the examples 
simplifies QVIPs usage and instantiation to a great 
extent.
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The use of AHB and CSI2 Mentor QVIPs is a more 
efficient solution compared to the option of building 
the two from scratch. Not only did the use of CSI2 and 
AHB-Lite QVIPs reduce testbench development time 
but it also minimized the risk of misunderstanding 
AHB and CSI2 protocol specifications, thus 
preventing defect occurrence in verification.  
Mentor VIPs proved to be error free, as they  
have been already used by many customers  
and in different applications.

Since QVIPs were tested with the silicon proven 
HIP3900 as well as on other projects with different 
applications we can treat them as golden models and 
with high level of confidence and reliability.
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Two common queries that customers pose to a 
design house is whether an existing or new IP 
can be made “low power” or if “power aware” 
verification can be carried out on an IP. The IEEE 
standard – P1801 captures what one may call the 
syntax and semantics to express the intent of the 
power architecture of a design. Merely adopting 
the standard (commonly known as the Unified 
Power Format) doesn’t help. What it really takes to 
successfully achieve a low power design is design 
team know-how and a simulation tool that is geared 
towards low power implementation. This article 
captures how we use Mentor’s Questa® Simulator to 
lower the power usage of our legacy USB IP. We also 
share how to start a low power implementation and 
provide some examples from our current effort.

LOW POWER METHODOLOGY  
IN A NUTSHELL 
When we decided to do a low power design 
implementation for our existing IP, we were not sure 
how to get started. We had the basic understanding 
that power is saved in a digital circuit when: 

1. The switching activity of the circuit is reduced 
(reducing dynamic power consumption). 

2. Low static current consumption cells are used 
for parts of the design that don’t switch often 
(reducing static power consumption). 

But the trick for creating a low power architecture 
lies in reading through the specification document 
using a “power aware lens”! This means having low 
power techniques in mind at the beginning of your 
design work. Don’t wait until later in the flow.

CREATING THE LOW POWER 
DESIGN ARCHITECTURE 
Our team initiated the process of converting a 
legacy USB 2.0 (supporting full speed, high speed, 
and low speed) function controller to low power by 

using several low power techniques. These include 
clock gating, power gating, multi threshold design, 
multi rail design (also known as multiple power 
domain design), logic-level power optimization, and 
dynamic voltage frequency scaling. For the purpose 
of this article, we will focus on clock and power 
gating.

Using these techniques, we created our first power 
architecture for our USB 2.0 function controller. The 
legacy IP had the following internal blocks.

1. Host Interface: Essentially a FSM that interfaces 
with a standard microcontroller bus. This block 
reacts to the read and write cycles from the 
microcontroller and generates interrupts when 
configured to do so.

2. The Configuration and Status Registers: A set of 
registers that capture the operating parameters 
and status of the IP.

3. FIFO and FIFO Controller: A FIFO to store the 
end-point data.

4. Tx-Rx Controller: The controller that interprets 
the serial data and lends the notion of “end 
points” to the device.

5. Phy (Bus) Controller: This block interacts with 
the transceiver and interprets the bus state and 
generates the serial data for the use of the Tx-Rx 
controller. 

When we started the low power implementation, 
a Power Manager block was added. This block 
captures the logic required to monitor and control 
the various power management aspects of the 
design.

USE OF POWER GATING 
We had the first hint of implementing power savings 
using power gating from the specification document 
itself and we are quoting verbatim for reference.

Converting Legacy USB IP  
to a Low Power USB IP   
by Anand Paralkar and Pervez Bharucha, Silicon Interfaces
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Section 4.3.2 Power Management 
A USB host may have a power management 
system that is independent of the USB. The USB 
System Software interacts with the host’s power 
management system to handle system power 
events such as suspend or resume. Additionally, 
USB devices typically implement additional power 
management features that allow them to be power 
managed by system software.

The power distribution and power management 
features of the USB allow it to be designed into 
power sensitive systems such as battery-based 
notebook computers.

The changes to the original architecture  
that we reviewed were as follows:

Another reason to implement a separate power 
domain for the USB “core” is to run the core at 3.3V 
while the logic associated with the “bus” can run at 
5V, which is the standard voltage supply on a USB 
bus. (The above discussion is not the complete 
perspective on the suspend state. The specification 
mentions dependencies on/from the suspend state 
which need to be handled carefully. See section 
“7.1.7.6 Suspending”.)

USE OF CLOCK SCALING
The USB standard defines an IDLE state as: a state 
that is entered at the end of a packet transmission and 
the bus is floated because no more transactions are 
expected for a given duration. Since no transactions 
are expected, we saw an opportunity to save power. 
One cannot consider power gating, because in 
Section “7.1.7.6 Suspending”, the USB specification 
states:

All devices must support the Suspend state. 
Devices can go into the Suspend state from any 
powered state. They begin the transition to the 
Suspend state after they see a constant Idle state 
on their upstream facing bus lines for more than 
3.0 ms. The device must actually be suspended, 

drawing only suspend current 
from the bus after no more 
than 10 ms of bus inactivity 
on all its ports.

Note: The Full Speed, High 
Speed and Low Speed 
specifications define the 
Idle state. However, the 
line conditions for the Idle 
state are different across 
the three speeds. A USB 
2.0 implementation must 
take special care while 
interpreting the Idle state.

The specification implicitly 
states that the bus may exit 
from the idle state within 
3 ms, and the suspend 
state will follow (a state 

where we have decided to implement power 
gating). Recovering from power gating is a lengthy 
process (due to the steps involved to restore from 
retention), and the blocks should be able to react 
if any transaction is detected. Thus, clock gating 
is preferred as compared to power gating. The 
following blocks were implemented using clock 
gating: FIFO and FIFO controller; and the Tx-Rx 
controller. The other blocks need to remain active 
so as to capture and react to the transactions on the 
bus. The “always-on” bus controller could further 

Scope Event to Enter 
Low Power

Event to Exit 
Low Power Back-end Implication

Entire design 
except for bus 
controller

Bus state controller 
enters “suspend” 
state

Bus state 
controller enters 
“resume” state

1. Retain bus state controller in “always 
on” power domain. 
2. Create separate power domain/
island for the remaining “core” block. 
The core domain can function at a lower 
operating voltage as compared to the 
bus controller. 
3. Implement a power switch to switch 
on/off power for the core. 
4. Use retention cells for nodes that 
need to retain values between power 
states. 
5. Use isolation cells on signals that 
cross the two domains and need to be 
held at valid logic levels. 
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save power by using a lower clock frequency and 
return to its normal clock when a bus transaction is 
detected.

The changes to the original architecture  
that we reviewed were as follows:

• Note: The USB 2.0 specification states more implementation 
details of the Suspend and Resume state in other sections 
(notable sections 7.1.7.6 Suspending through 7.1.7.7 Resume). 
These parts have not been considered here because this 
article is limited to our IP which is a function controller. A host 
or hub controller would have to consider those sections in 
their power architecture.

POWER AWARE VERIFICATION 
When a design team starts implementing a low 
power design, the design managers have a choice: 

1. Should the low power behavior be included as 
part of the RTL? 

2. Should the RTL be instrumented with a layer of 
the power intent captured in a UPF file?  

The major disadvantage of using the first approach 
is that true low power verification can happen only 
after the gate-level netlist is available. This causes 
the low power verification to start late in the design 
cycle. Even after the gate-level netlist is available, 
simulation times, debug time, and error correction 
time is extremely high. The UPF provides the 

advantages of a modular approach coupled with 
early detection of low power implementation errors. 
We chose to use Questa’s support for UPF and 
benefited from it.

We wrote targeted testcases to ensure:

1. All power states 
were covered using 
assertions.
2. Every power state 
was entered and exited 
correctly.
3. The isolation and 
retention cells did not 
allow corruption of state 
information on critical 
signals.

The current set  
of testcases target  
the various coverage  
points captured in  
the verification plan. 

The next challenge is to create a verification 
infrastructure that can automatically generate 
low power scenarios without violating the power 
sequencing rules.

During verification, the most critical changes were 
in the Power Manager’s FSM. It took us a while to 
get the power sequencing correct. The available 
literature suggests that there is scope for more 
power savings, especially in the “core” blocks where 
there is scope for clock scaling in low speed and full 
speed modes.

Scope Event to Enter 
Low Power

Event to Exit 
Low Power Back-end Implication

FIFO and FIFO 
controller; 
and the Tx-Rx 
controller

Bus State controller 
enters idle state 

Bus state 
controller exits 
idle state

1. Provide gated clock to the modules 
in scope. 
2. Use low leakage cells in the modules 
in scope. The FIFO is an especially  
good candidate. 

Bus controller Bus state controller 
enters idle state 

Bus state 
controller exits 
idle state

Provide a lower clock frequency  
to the module in scope. Therefore, 
a clock multiplexer has been 
implemented for the bus controller’s 
input clock with selection control 
provided by the Power Manager. 
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CONCLUSION
The techniques put forth here led to a successful 
implementation of a low power USB 2.0 IP.

The waveforms above show the two cases discussed 
earlier as they appeared in our design. The timeline 
has been artificially manipulated to fit the waveforms 
in the available space. The original simulation runs are 
much longer.
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INTRODUCTION
The Unified Power Format (UPF) plays a central role 
in mitigating dynamic and static power in 
the battle for low-power in advanced process 
technology. A higher process node is definitely 
attractive as more functionality integration is 
possible in a smaller die area at a lower cost. 
However, in reality, this comes at the cost of 
exponentially increasing leakage power. This is 
because the minimum gate-to-source voltage 
differential that is needed in CMOS devices to 
create a conducting path between the source and 
the drain terminals (known as threshold voltage) 
has been pushed to its limit. Leakage power is a 
function of the threshold voltage, and at smaller 
device geometries, its contribution to total energy 
dissipation becomes significant. Device supply 
voltage and leakage current directly contribute 
to leakage power; while switching activity of the 
capacitive load on supply voltage and its switching 
frequency contribute to dynamic power. 

So it is obvious that reducing supply voltage can 
be used to control both leakage and dynamic 
power dissipation. This became a major power 
management trend in the last few years, largely 
because the chip design and verification community 
has more control over voltage as a design parameter 
than it does over integrated circuit fabrication 
process technologies that are more affected by the 
foundries. Thus, mainstream power management 
and reduction techniques are solely based on direct 
manipulation of voltage, in terms of supply power 
connectivity and voltage area or power network 
distributions on the chip. 

However, these are insufficient to understand and 
reflect in the power aware verification plan, or power 
intent, which is necessary to start power- or voltage-
aware verification at the register transfer level (RTL), 
or even after gate-level synthesis. 

FUNDAMENTAL  
CONSTRUCTS OF UPF
UPF is the power management methodology 
that facilitates the adoption of different power 
dissipation reduction techniques and allows the 
formalization of modeling and mapping of the 
power specification onto a design. UPF files for 
a design are generally created from the UPF 
specification. The UPF specification defines, as 
minimum requirements, the names and number 
of power domains, their constituent elements in 
terms of HDL instances, the power distribution 
network for the system, and the corresponding 
power states. Further requirements are added for 
different strategies depending on a number of 
conditions and considerations. In fact, modeling of 
UPF is mostly governed by target design objectives 
and applicable power management and reduction 
techniques.  

The fundamental constituent parts for UPF 
constructions are broadly based on the following 
categories:

• Design Scopes for the UPF
• Power Domains
• Power Domain Interfaces and Power Domain

Boundaries
• Power Supply and Power Supply Networks
• Primary Power and Primary Ground
• Power States and Modes of Power Operations
• Power Strategies

These rudimentary constituent parts are further 
augmented with design or HDL construct 
parameters. Specifically, the design scope may 
include hierarchical top-design-module or instance 
names and power domains whose boundaries are 
defined by the hierarchical instance paths. The 
power strategies — for example, isolations (ISO), 
level-shifters (LS), power switches (PSW), and 

Understanding the UPF Power Domain 
and Domain Boundary 
by Progyna Khondkar, Mentor, A Siemens Business
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retention flops (RFF) — also refer to design or HDL 
instances, ports, and nets for inferring or inserting 
corresponding cells and connecting power supplies 
and control signals. The syntax and semantics of UPF 
constituent parts are strictly defined in the Language 
Reference Manual (LRM). The syntax ensures accurate 
definition and semantic guides to abide with the 
inherent logical and lexical meaning of the defined 
constructs.  

Importantly, UPF is the driving force for all PA 
design verification and implementation automation 
tools. These tools interpret and analyze the UPF 
fundamental constructs according to source and 
sink communication models for inter or intra domain 
communications, strategy association, special power 
aware cell (ISO, LS, etc.) inferring or insertions, 
deployment of corruption models, debug facilitation, 
results reporting, and so on. 

The succeeding sections focus on the fundamental 
construct of UPF and its methodologies for defining 
and distinguishing a power domain and domain 
boundary. This is primarily based on the LRM and 
secondarily on different design implementation 
choices. The mainstream techniques adopted today, 
as shown below, are mostly based on design type 
and the complexity demands for system-on-chip 
(SoC), ASIC, microcontroller unit (MCU), or processor 
core design implementations.

Sample List of Mainstream  
Power Dissipation Reduction Techniques

• Power Gating or Power-Shut Down 
• Power Gating with State/Data Retention 
• Low power Standby with State/Data Retention
• Multi-Voltage Design with Performance on 

Demand
• Dynamic Voltage (and Frequency) Scaling
• Adaptive Voltage (and  Frequency) Scaling 

The UPF is evolving with time and each release is 
not necessarily backward compatible. New releases 
are usually a superset of semantic and syntactic 
expressions from its predecessors. Hence power 
domain definition, syntax, and semantics in this article 
are explained in light of UPF 2.1 and UPF 3.0.

EXAMPLE DESIGN 
The fundamental concepts of UPF development for 
adopting multi-voltage power gating with retention 
and other power strategies (such as ISO, LS, and 
on-chip PSW) on a simple processor core design is 
explained through Figure 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows 
an HDL design block diagram with only a portion of 
the design overlaid by power domains with specific 
design instances.

Figure 2 shows a typical UPF layout for the specific 
design of Figure 1, where the PD_top represents 
the default UPF top power domain that contains the 
cpu_top design blocks as element. The PD_sub1, PD_
sub2, and PD_sub3 power domains and PD_sub3.1 
(the sub domain of PD_sub3) represent specific 
hierarchical design instances as their elements 
(udecode_top, ufetch_top, umem_top, and umem_

Figure 1. HDL reference based design block diagram 

Figure 2. Fundamental building block  
of UPF power domains, domain boundary,  

power network, and relevant strategies 
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top/umem_sub, respectively). Hence the instance 
ualu_top naturally goes to the default PD_top 
power domain. The power domains also show their 
respective On or On-Off status. The UPF strategies 
(i.e., PSW, ISO, LS, enable level shifter (ELS), and 
RFF) are also symbolically represented. Among the 
several design blocks or design instances shown in 
Figure 1, only part of the design is distributed over 
four different power domains in Figure2.

POWER DOMAIN AND  
POWER DOMAIN BOUNDARY 
As shown in Figure 1 and 2, a power domain of a 
top design module named cpu_top can be defined 
in UPF as follows.

Example 1 Power Domain Definition 

set_scope cpu_top
create_power_domain PD_top 

In this definition, set_scope specifies the current 
scope of the power domain in the HDL hierarchical 
instantiation perspective, and create_power_
domain defines the set of instances that are in the 
extent of that power domain. 

Even though the power domain definition  
in Example 1 can be used in the UPF 2.0 LRM 
specification, the syntax limits backward 
compatibility from UPF 2.1 onward, where the 
power domain definition mandates including  
an explicit list of design instances in the UPF – 
elements {} option. 

Example 2 Power Domain Definition Syntax 

create_power_domain domain_name
[-atomic]
[-elements element_list]
[-exclude_elements exclude_list]
[-supply {supply_set_handle [supply_set_ref]}]*
[-available_supplies supply_set_ref_list]
[-define_func_type {supply_ function pg_type_list}]*
[-update] 

Through the create_power_domain command, the 
power domain definition defines a power domain 
and the set of instances through the -elements 
<elements_list> options that are within the extent 
of the current power domain. The -atomic specifies 

the minimum extent of the power domain. And 
-exclude_elements is used to filter or exclude 
instances from the effective <elements_list>. 

Hence UPF also imperatively defines an effective 
list of elements often termed as <effective_
element_list>, which is the result of the application 
of -elements and -exclude_elements. However, the 
effective list and the term <effective_element_list> 
is not a UPF command or option itself.

The create_power_domain command also defines 
the supply sets that are used to provide power to 
the instances within the extent of the power domain. 
The -supply option defines a supply set handle 
for the supply set specified for a particular power 
domain. A domain <supply_set_handle> may be 
defined without an association to a <supply_set_
ref>. The <supply_set_ref> may be any supply set 
visible in the current scope. If <supply_set_ref>  
is also specified, the domain <supply_set_handle> 
is associated with the specified <supply_set_ref>,  
as shown in Example 3 below. 

Example 3 Supply Set Association  
of Power Domain

associate_supply_set supply_set_ref
-handle supply_set_handle 

The -handle may also reference a power domain  
as follows.

-handle domain_name.supply_set_handle

The -available_supplies option of create_power_
domain provides a list of additional supply sets 
that are available for the domain. The list is usually 
used to help implementation tools provide power 
connectivity to the cells inserted in this domain. 

-define_func_type specifies the mapping from 
functions of the power domain primary supply set 
to pg_type attribute values in the <pg_type_list>. 
Note, pg_type defines the UPF_pg_type or Liberty 
pg_type attributes of a supply port (e.g., primary_
power, primary_ground, nwell). This mapping 
determines the automatic connection semantics 
used to connect the domain’s primary supply to 
HDL or design instances within the extent  
of the domain. 
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-update is relevant to incremental refinement of 
different parameters of a power domain, and it may 
be used to add elements and supplies to a previously 
created domain later in the design implementation 
phase. 

The common power domain definition, syntax, and 
semantics are also changed in the later UPF LRM 
(2.1 and 3.0), because the following options are 
deprecated.

List 1 Deprecated Options  
of create_power_domain 

[-include_scope]
[-scope instance_name] 
   

Hence, apart from the common syntactical 
explanation for power domain definition through 
create_power_domain, it is required to know the 
bindings of the definition that are semantically 
enforced. Since the listed options of List 1 are 
deprecated from UPF 2.1, the new semantics impose 
that the -elements option must be used at least 
once in the specification of a power domain, using 
create_power_domain through one of the following 
procedures. 

List 2 Mandatory Usage of -elements  
for Power Domain Definition

• -elements may be present during definition  
of the power domain in the first place, or... 

•  It may be added later during the subsequent 
updates of the power domain using the -update 
option. 

It is also imperative that if the container of the 
<effective_element_list> is an empty list, a domain 
with the name <domain_name> will be created, 
but with an empty extent. Hence, a list of effective 
elements are required even for the default top-
power-domain, or it is recommended to define  
as follows.    

Example 4 Power Domain Definition  
based on UPF 2.1 and UPF 3.0

set_scope cpu_top
create_power_domain PD_top -elements {.}

Where -elements {.} will include the current scope 
(cpu_top) and all of its descendant HDL instances in 
the power domain PD_top. 

In contrast, power domains can also be defined  
as follows.

Example 5 Variation of Power Domain Definition

create_power_domain PD_top -elements  
           {udecode_top ualau_top ... uN_top}  

Here the extent of the PD_top will not include cpu_
top in the power domain but would only include its 
descendant instances; namely udecode_top, ualu_
top....until the uNth_top, if or when available. Hence, 
when an instance is specified in the <elements_list> 
of the create_power_domain command, that instance 
and all its children are added transitively to the power 
domain. 

In addition, it is also important to mention here that 
the UPF LRM specifies that -elements {} is implicitly 
followed by “transitive TRUE” options, although “–
transitive” is not an explicitly defined option in the 
create_power_domain command. The transitive 
nature impacts the resultant design elements or the 
<effective_element_list> of a power domain through 
the –elements {} and -exclude_elements {} options, as 
explained in Example 6 and Figure 3 below. 

Considering a design with current scope A contains 
child elements B, C, and D; the child element B 
further branches to elements E and F, C branches to 
G and H, and D branches to I and J. 

Figure 3. Example of power domain  
definition and elements processing  

(Courtesy: IEEE 1801-2015 LRM) 
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Example 6 Transitive Nature of Design Elements 
in Defining a Power Domain    

create_power_domain PD_test \
-elements {A A/C/H} \
-exclude_elements {A/C A/D}  

Since –transitive TRUE is implicitly present in 
Example 6, the elements processing can be 
represented by Figure 4. The specified elements in 
create_power_domain commands that are confined 
in boxes and excluded are shown with strike-out 
lines.

Finally, the transitive nature of the UPF elements 
specification prevails the <effective_ element_list> 
as {A A/B A/B/E A/B/F A/C/H} and is illustrated in 
Figure 5.

Hence design elements {A/C A/C/G A/D A/D/I 
A/D/J} are excluded from forming the resultant 
power domain PD_test. 

It is evident from the discussion that the 
fundamental concepts of power domains that 
specify and confine certain portions of a design 
or element, defined through UPF create_power_
domain –elements {} and -exclude_elements {}, play 
significant roles in establishing extents and scopes 
for connectivity of inter-domain and intra-domain 
communications. 

It is critical to understand that the formation of 
power domains inherently defines its domain 
boundary and domain interface through the UPF 
create_power_domain command and options. 
All other UPF parameters are usually relevant to 
power domains and are developed around the 
power domain boundary and domain interface. 
Specifically, the power supply, UPF strategies, 
logic or supply ports and nets, corresponding 
connectivity, and subdomain hierarchical 
connections—all are established through the domain 
boundary and domain interface; in other words, the 
extents and scopes of the power domains.

The formation of a power domain boundary 
can be further explained through exploiting the 
common and formal port definitions for actual 
signal connections in terms of hierarchical design 
instances. Any port on the domain boundary 
possesses connectivity semantics in the higher 
side of the design hierarchy for inter-domain 
communication; also known as the “HighConn” 
side of ports. On the other hand, the lower side 
of design hierarchy connectivity semantics for 
intra-domain communication are known as the 
“LowConn” side of ports. 

Obviously the context of HighConn and LowConn 
are always dependent on the extent of the current 
power domain and its relation with higher or 
lower hierarchical power domains. Figure 6 on the 
following page shows the concepts of HighConn 
and LowConn side of ports for a sub hierarchical 
power domain PD_sub1 on the domain interface 
with the default top power domain PD_top. 

Figure 4. Example of elements  
processing based on Example 6  
(Courtesy: IEEE 1801-2015 LRM) 

Figure 5. Resultant elements  
processed based on Example 6  

(Courtesy: IEEE 1801-2015 LRM)
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It is critical to understand the context between PD_
top and PD_sub1 to realize the boundary interface 
of these two power domains. As shown in Figure 6, 
PD_top is the parent power domain in the context 
of PD_sub1; hence the UPF LRM further defines two 
additional terminologies to establish the context of 
the “interface of a power domain.”

When considering the HighConn side of each port of 
each boundary instance within the extent of PD_top 
as parent of PD_sub1, the side of the interface is 
known as the “lower boundary” of PD_top power 
domain. Conversely, when considering the LowConn 
side of each port of each boundary in the context of 
PD_sub1 as child of PD_top, the side of the interface 
is known as the “upper boundary” of the PD_sub1 
power domain. 

Obviously the union or blending of “lower” and 
“upper” power domains are the interface between the 
PD_top and PD_sub1 power domains. It is essential 
to understand that the concepts of the HighConn and 
LowConn side of ports on a power domain boundary 
and power domain interface will govern most of the 
PA verification methodologies. It is also important to 
know that a logic port can become a source, a sink, or 
both, based on the following criterion.

List 3 Criterion for Logic Ports  
to become a Source or Sink: 

• The LowConn of an input or inout logic port  
whose HighConn is connected to an external 
driver is a source. 
 

• The HighConn of an output or inout logic port 
whose LowConn is connected to an internal driver 
is a source.

• The LowConn of an output or inout logic port 
whose HighConn is connected to an external 
receiver is a sink.

• The HighConn of an input or inout logic port 
whose LowConn is connected to an internal 
receiver is a sink.

• For a logic port that is connected to a driver, the 
supply of the connected driver is also the driver 
supply of the port. 

A primary input port is assumed to have an external 
driver and therefore is a source; such a port has a 
default driver supply if it does not have an explicitly 
defined UPF_driver_supply attribute. An internal port 
that is not connected to a driver is not a source, and 
therefore does not have a driver supply in the design. 
To model this in verification, an anonymous default 
driver is created for such an undriven port. This driver 
always drives the otherwise undriven port in a manner 
that results in a corrupted value on the port. 

For a logic port that is connected to one or more 
receivers, the supplies of the connected receivers 
are all receiver supplies of the port. A primary output 
port is assumed to have an external receiver and 
therefore is a sink; such a port has a default receiver 
supply if it does not have an explicitly defined UPF_
receiver_supply attribute. An internal port that is not 
connected to a receiver is not a sink, and therefore 
does not have any receiver supplies. 

The UPF_driver_supply and UPF_receiver_supply are 
supply set attributes used to specify the driver supply 
of a macro cell output port or the receiver supply 
of a macro cell input port. They can also be used to 
specify the assumed driver supply of external logic 
driving a primary input or to specify the assumed 
receiver supply of external logic receiving a primary 
output, when the macro is implemented separately 
from the context in which it will be instantiated. These 
attributes are ignored if applied to a port that is not 
on a macro boundary.

Apart from the regular power domain, there is also a 
simple container for power domains defined through 
the UPF create_composite_domain command.  
 

Figure 6. Concepts of HighConn  
and LowConn side of ports
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The composite domains are usually composed 
of at least one or more domains, identified as 
subdomains. The syntax and semantic explanation 
are given below.

Example 7 Composite Power Domain  
Definition Syntax 

create_composite_domain composite_domain_name
[-subdomains subdomain_list]
[-supply {supply_set_handle [supply_set_ref]}]
[-update] 

Unlike a regular power domain, a composite domain 
has no corresponding physical region on the 
abstraction space or real silicon. The –subdomains 
<subdomain_list> is the container of subdomains, 
and -supply functionality is exactly the same as 
-supply for create_power_domain. 

Though attributes like power states and the primary 
<supply_set_handle> can be specified on a 
composite domain, these attributes have no effect 
on its subdomains. However, there are specific UPF 
commands and strategies that can be imposed on 
the composite domain and will be applied to each 
of the subdomains in the <subdomain_list>. The 
list of applicable UPF commands and strategies 
on composite domains is shown below. These 
commands will be applied to all subdomains in  
the <subdomain_list> only if they are appropriate.

List 4 Applicable UPF Commands  
on Composite Domains: 

connect_supply_net
map_power_switch
map_retention_cell
set_isolation
set_level_shifter
set_repeater
set_retention
use_interface_cell (UPF 3.0 syntax for map_level_

shifter_cell and map_isolation_cell) 

Hopefully this discussion about the formation of 
regular and composite power domains makes 
it evident that the following UPF attributes are 
established within the extent of power domains. 

List 5 UPF Attributes Established  
Around Power Domains:    

• The power supply 
• UPF strategies 
• UPF logic or supply ports and nets 
• Corresponding connectivity 
• Subdomain hierarchical connections 
• Extents and scope of power domains 

CONCLUSIONS 
Power domains are the fundamental parts of 
UPF constructions. All other predominant factors 
that are used to completely define the UPF are 
established around the power domain boundaries. 
Hence, the UPF power domain is a collection of 
instances that are treated as a group for power-
management purposes. The interface of a power 
domain is the union of the upper boundary and 
the lower boundary of the power domain. And the 
scopes and extents of power domains are strictly 
defined by the elements list and upper or lower 
boundary interface relations.
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The Open RISC-V Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) 
managed by the RISC-V foundation[1] and backed 
by an ever increasing number of the who’s who in 
the semiconductor and systems world, provides an 
alternative to legacy proprietary ISA’s. It delivers a 
high level of flexibility to allow development of very 
effective application optimized processors, which are 
targeted to domains that require high performance, 
low area or low power. 

The RISC-V ISA standard is layered and contains a 
small set of mandatory instructions as well as optional 
instruction set extensions, and finally, custom 
instructions defined by the intended application. As 
a result, when searching for the best functionality-
performance combination, we can end up with at 
least 100 viable standard ISA configuration variants, 
and nearly unlimited combinations when custom 
extensions are taken into account. This flexibility is 
without a doubt a good thing from the system design 
perspective, but generates significant verification 
challenges that will be discussed throughout this 
article. 

In traditional processor IP development, the supplier 
verifies a small number of core variants which 
customers must then use as they are. To exploit 
the flexibility offered by RISC-V we need to find a 
way how to verify a rich selection of application 
and customer-specific variants. However, in order 
to meet the time-to-market and quality demands 
of customers, we must consider alternative and 
enhanced verification approaches. 

Therefore, in this article Codasip proposes a 
technique based on automated generation of a 
hardware representation for any/every RISC-V core 
variant (at the Register-Transfer Level, RTL), automated 
generation of tools for software development 
(Software Development Kit, SDK), automated 
generation of UVM verification environments and 
at last but not least, an effective reuse of assertions, 
coverage points and directed tests among 

verification environments. It is also shown how 
Mentor’s Questa® Simulator, Questa® VRM, Questa® 
VIP and Questa® Autocheck contribute to achieving 
quality of the resulting IP products.

CHALLENGE STATEMENT 
RISC-V is a free to use, modern and open ISA  
under the governance of RISC-V Foundation  
already having rich member base to support  
industry implementations and education.

The only mandatory part that must be present 
when implementing a RISC-V compliant processor 
is the base integer instruction set (“I” for 32 general 
purpose registers or “E” for 16 general purpose 
registers). Further optional ISA extensions that can 
be implemented are: multiplication and division 
extension (“M”), compressed instructions extension 
(“C”), atomic operations extension (“A”), floating-
point extension (“F”), floating-point with double-
precision extension (“D”), floating-point with quad-
precision extension (“Q”), and other experimental 
and custom extensions. Hardware extensions are 
not defined in the standard but are usually present 
for the purposes of hardware debugging (JTAG), 
improving performance (parallel multiplier, divider) 
or jump optimizations (jump predictors). There is 
also a provision in the RISC-V specification allowing 
addition of custom instructions that are specific 
and advantageous to a particular domain (such as 
security, image and audio processing, etc.).

Codasip is a Czech-based IP company and our 
commercial implementation of a RISC-V compliant 
core is the Codix Berkelium (Codix-Bk) series of 
processors[2]. Codix-Bk contains configurable 
standard ISA extensions and a highly automated 
way to add custom ISA extensions or micro-
architectural optimizations. While this configurability 
rapidly accelerates the IP delivery times and allows 
customization, the question arises how to effectively 
verify all the RISC-V IP variants.

Automation and Reuse in RISC-V Verification Flow   
by Marcela Zachariasova and Lubos Moravec, Codasip Ltd
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THE VALUE OF AUTOMATION 
Codasip enables delivery of customized processor 
IPs in the order of days, due to the high level 
of automation available within our processor 
development environment called Codasip 
Studio [2]. Codasip Studio can be used both for 
optimizing standard processor cores like Codix-
Bk as well as for creating new unique processor 
implementations. It is an Eclipse-based environment 
in which a processor is described at the higher 
abstraction level in the Architecture Description 
Language called CodAL. In particular, two parts 
of the description are needed: the instruction-
accurate (IA) model describing instructions (ISA) 
and their behavior without particular micro-
architectural details, and the cycle-accurate (CA) 
model describing micro-architecture like pipeline, 
decoding, timing, etc. From these two high-level 
models, Codasip Studio will automatically generate 
all the deliverables needed by both the hardware 
and software development teams. 

Generated deliverables and resources (captured 
in Figure 1) include assemblers and compilers 
(both generated from the IA model), simulators, 
debuggers and profilers (all three are available in 
the IA and the CA variant), and even RTL in VHDL, 
Verilog, SystemVerilog and SystemC (generated 
from the CA model only, see also Figure 2).

Automation eliminates the sources of errors 
introduced by manual design, and ensures that 
when a problem is identified and fixed, it is fixed for 
all future generated deliverables. This ensures that 
the generated design starts off at a high level of 
quality, but does not eliminate the need to perform 
comprehensive verification on every unique 
implementation.  

VERIFICATION AUTOMATION 
From a verification perspective, the generated 
RTL for a selected RISC-V variant serves as the 
Design Under Test (DUT). Furthermore, the Codasip 
automation flow generates a UVM verification 
environment (from both IA and CA models) 
together with the reference model (generated from 
the IA model only, see Figure 2) and assembler 
programs for the processor (generated from the IA 
model only, sometimes called tests as in Figure 2). 

Figure 1. Codasip automation flow
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For every generated assembler program, DUT 
outputs are automatically compared to those of 
the reference model. It can be deduced that the 
generated verification environment is processor-
specific and for the purposes of UVM generation,  
all the necessary information is extracted from the 
high-level processor description in CodAL.

The generated verification environment has  
a standard, UVM-style structure (it is illustrated  
in Figure 3). What are not depicted in Figure 3 are  
the generated assertions and functional coverage 
points. Assertions are checking communication 
protocols on interfaces, correct decoding of 
instructions, detection of unknown instructions, 
propagations of undefined values, etc. Functional 
coverage points check for the occurrence of all 
instructions and their valid combinations, occurrence 
of all valid types of communication events on buses, 
uniform or non-uniform approaches (reads and 
writes) to registers, etc. 

Cooperation of components depicted in Figure 3 is 
as follows. In the preparation phase of verification, 
programs (that will be running on the processor) 
are loaded to the program part of the memory by 
the Program Loader component in Memory Agent. 
During verification, data is driven to the inputs of the 
Codix-Bk processor by Driver of Processor Agent 
and after their processing, outputs are read from the 
Codix-Bk processor by Monitor in Processor Agent. 
Output data is automatically compared to those 

of Reference Model. For more precise verification, 
transactions on buses, values on output ports, the 
content of memories and registers can be compared 
to their counterparts within Reference Model. The 
comparison is possible every time program data is 
completely processed or even during processing of 
the program - for example, after every instruction. 
For reading the content of registers and the memory, 
Monitors in Registers Agent and in Memory Agent  
are used.

We utilize QuestaSim RTL simulation to execute this 
UVM environment. To further validate the quality of 
the generated RTL we also utilize Questa® Autocheck 
static formal analyzer. This ensures not only that the 
design is functionally correct, but also structurally 
correct.

HIERARCHICAL INTEGRATION  
OF VERIFICATION COMPONENTS 
Verification engineers can connect additional 
verification components to the generated UVM. 
For example, we support dedicated hardware units 
in processors such as FPU, dividers and multipliers 
in various implementations, jump predictor, etc. 
A verification engineer may generate the UVM 
testbench for just these units in Codasip Studio to 
check functionality before moving to debugging 
of the whole processor. Afterwards, when the UVM 
environment for the full processor is generated, the 
UVM environment for the smaller internal unit with all 
the user manual enhancements will be automatically 
integrated.

In the case that a verification engineer wants to 
increase the verification detail within existing agents, 
we recommend the addition of new coverpoints and 
assertions to the generated UVM or the creation of 
simple patches.

The third scenario could be integration of the 
generated UVM environment into a more complex 
SoC verification environment. Thanks to UVM 
scalability, and the style of the generated verification 
environment, this can be easily achieved. A typical 
approach is to instantiate the UVM processor 
environment class into a hierarchy of UVM 
components. For example, when we know that 
the core will be connected by a specific bus to 

Figure 3. UVM environment for Codix Berkelium
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surrounding peripherals or other cores, we can use 
Mentor Verification IP (VIP) components as protocol 
checkers.

REUSE STRATEGY 
While Codasip aims at automating verification 
as much as possible, it is hard to automatically 
generate all the detailed checks, especially some 
of those that are specific to a unique processor 
implementation. Such details and corner cases 
are usually listed in the verification plan and when 
following the items of this plan, it may be necessary 
to add some hand-written parts to the generated 
verification environment.

Such additions can be represented by new directed 
tests (manually written programs or applications 
for the processor), assertions (for example, 
checking hazards in the pipeline, checking timing 
of operations such as waking from the sleep mode 
or duration of multiplication, exceptions handling, 
etc.), and functional coverpoints (for example, 
combinations of interrupts, co-appearance of 
interrupts and hazards, etc.). 

Having RISC-V processors in mind, the RISC-V 
Foundation provides the ISA standard from 
which verification details can be easily extracted 
and converted into the verification plan and 
consequently to hand-written additions. It is even 
possible to categorize them for better handling, for 
instance, there can be assertions, coverage points, 
directed tests targeted to integer (I/E) instruction 
set, multiplication (M) instruction set or to a specific 
functionality of the core like interrupts or hazards.

Therefore, instead of modifying the UVM generator 
for specific scenarios in a unique core, a better 
strategy is to enable an effective reuse of manually 
written parts of the verification environments. 
Let’s demonstrate the idea on a series of examples 
dedicated to a unique Codix-Bk (RISC-V processor) 
variant.

It is beneficial to start with a more complex variant 
of the core, for example, we can select Codix-
Bk5 with 5 pipeline stages and configure I+M+F 
ISA and 32 general purpose registers. After the 
configuration is chosen, tools and resources are 

automatically generated from CodAL using Codasip 
Studio (see the arrow GENERATE in Figure 4). From 
the verification perspective, we now have RTL, 
reference model, UVM and assembler (ISA) tests. 
If we find some mismatches between RTL and the 
reference model during verification (for example, 
different data in general purpose registers, in 
memory, on ports or in transactions on buses), we 
must correct the CodAL model and regenerate the 
resources (see the arrow MISMATCHES FOUND, 
MODEL MUST BE FIXED in Figure 4). If results of 
comparison are ok, but coverage is not 100% it 
means that some corner-cases are being missed by 
the randomly generated programs (see the arrow 
RESULTS OK BUT COVERAGE NOT 100% in Figure 
4). In this case, we usually manually prepare some 
directed tests in order to increase coverage. We can 
also add more coverage points or assertions for the 
corner cases. Finally, when coverage is high enough 
(see the arrow RESULTS OK, COVERAGE 100% in 
Figure 4), the verification is finished. 

When another variant of the Berkelium core is 
needed, let’s consider now a simpler variant of 
the more complex core (subset of Codix-Bk5 
functionality from the previous example), we just 
configure only the wanted extensions and re-
generate the resources (see the arrow GENERATE 
in Figure 5). The automation flow is the same as in 
the previous case, except that it is unlikely to find 
any further mismatches, because we already tuned 
them in the more complex core variant (see the 

Figure 4. Verification of a more complex variant  
of Codix Berkelium
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stroked arrow MISMATCHES FOUND, MODEL MUST 
BE FIXED in Figure 5). As for the manually written 
parts, this is the right moment when we should have 
the reuse strategy in mind in order to significantly 
reduce the complete verification cycle, and focus on 
only those parts that have been changed. So when 
targeting a high level of coverage we can reuse hand-
written parts effectively and just reuse them from the 
more-complex variant. 

Finally if a non-standard extension of a RISC-V core 
is required, for example, adding a new instruction 
to optimize performance, or adding a hardware 
block to improve debugging, it is possible to do 
such extension in CodAL and again, benefit from 
automation and reuse. Let’s see how it works. We 
extend the CodAL model of Codix-Bk and re-
generate the resources (see the arrow GENERATE 
in Figure 6). We may need to fix some bugs, but it is 
likely they would be connected to the new extensions, 
as the standard parts have already been verified (see 
the arrow MISMATCHES FOUND, MODEL MUST BE 
FIXED in Figure 6). Then we target coverage closure – 
we can again reuse tests, assertions, coverage points 
from the more-complex version for the standard parts 
of the core and only add new ones connected to the 
new extension.

 

 
CONCLUSION 
Automation in generating RTL, UVM verification 
environments, reference models and tests (programs) 
can rapidly improve productivity in the development 
of RISC-V cores. The advantage of this approach 
is that we do not spend valuable time on coding, 
but rather on debugging problems and exploring 
corner cases. We showed two use-cases where 
we reuse manually written parts of the verification 
environment: 1) when verifying a simpler variant of 
a more complex RISC-V core, 2) when adding a new 
user-extension.

A few time estimations were already provided in 
the article, but to present a bigger picture, Table 
1 and Figure 7 summarize the overall time savings 
in comparison to the standard application-specific 
processor development flow. 

Processor design: as you can see, if we are making a 
new processor by Codasip tools, after approximately 
35 days spent on creating a high-level processor 
model in CodAL, we spent only a few minutes by 
generating SDK, RTL, UVM and assembler tests. In 
the standard flow, months are burned as all these 
tools and resources must be written by hand. The 
difference is even bigger in the RISC-V compliant 
processor development. If we want to integrate a 
new user extension to the already verified standard 
configuration of the RISC-V core, we spent only 
around 10 days on CodAL re-design (it always 

Figure 5. Verification of a simpler variant  
of Codix Berkelium
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depends on the difficulty of the extension). If we 
want a subset of already verified RISC-V core, we 
just change the configuration. Generation of SDK, 
RTL, UVM and random tests is always done in 
minutes.

Following the verification plan always takes time, 
because we usually implement additional directed 
tests, coverpoints or assertions to the generated 
UVM environment. Approximately, we spend 2 
months running tests and debugging a new RISC-V 

design. However, when standard configurations 
 of the RISC-V core are demanded, we can shorten 
the verification process by an effective reuse to  
a few days. 

REFERENCES
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There are many reasons why hardware-based 
emulation is a “must have” for an effective verification 
flow. Increased complexity, protocols, embedded 
software, power and verification at the system level all 
drive the need for the kind of performance, capacity, 
and “shift-left” methodology that only emulation 
delivers. 

But this growing need for emulation is still met with 
some resistance by management and verification 
teams primarily because some regard emulation 
as an expensive and hard to use resource. What is 
at the heart of these perceptions, and how can an 
emulation job management strategy address these 
misconceptions? 

OVERCOMING RESISTANCE  
TO EMULATION

Expensive  
Buying an emulator is an investment in equipment 
that solves a large scale problem. It’s a complex piece 
of hardware that doesn’t come cheap. The price of 
the ticket, though, in no way equates to the value that 
emulation delivers. Quite the contrary, the value of 
an emulator-based flow is immeasurable. One of the 
critical pieces of the buying decision is how well the 
emulator is utilized. Can it be used 100 percent of the 
time, 24/7, by a worldwide engineering workforce 
where everyone is efficiently supported?

Hard To Use  
The term hard to use is relative. Most verification 
engineers, with some guidance, can bring up an 
emulator with a minimum amount of effort. This is 
especially true when an emulator is being used in 
a virtual mode, in a data center implementation. 
These days, there are also many resources to help 
the uninitiated verification engineer use emulation. 
Even though emulator vendors provide a vast array 
of resources to help bring an emulator to a functional 

state, customers demand easy and transparent  
access to emulation with minimal human involvement.

EMULATION JOB MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGY – HOW DOES IT WORK?

Maximizing Emulator Use 
There are several ways that companies make sure 
their emulation resources are fully utilized. One is 
to provide access to verification teams worldwide, 
24/7. This starts with making an emulator a data 
center resource. Put bluntly, every second that the 
emulation technology is not actively running a test 
scenario represents both a drag on time-to-market 
and a waste of dollars invested in the solution. As 
chip architectures have grown in complexity, and 
as expertise and testing teams have spread across 
multiple countries and time zones, it has become 
ever harder to ensure the optimal sharing of central 
computing resources—which potentially leads to 
more idle periods and the corresponding wasted 
investment. Having emulation resources in the data 
center is the first step to maximizing emulator use.

The second is to understand that job scheduling 
software is crucial for emulator utilization. The key 
to job scheduling is defined in two parts. The first 
part is automation. Just like any hardware scheduling 
software, a level of automation is expected that 
takes a significant portion of the effort off the user. 
The second part is priority-based control of the 
automated system. It is essential that verification 
managers be able to respond intuitively to changing 
priorities by actively modifying the criteria for 
jobs in the queue in favor of time-critical, high-
importance verification tasks. Thus the tools used for 
job scheduling have to be flexible enough so that a 
CAD manager can adjust the constraints provided 
by the user. These user constraints fall into three 
main categories: job priority, design size (i.e., what 
resources are required), and how long it takes to 

Emulation – A Job Management Strategy  
to Maximize Use 
by Vijay Chobisa, Mentor, A Siemens Business 
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run the design. The ability to interactively control 
emulation scheduling allows the CAD manager to 
take into consideration all the jobs that are running 
on the emulator and make adjustments to maximize 
up-time. 

Such a solution allows the lab manager to schedule 
a job on the emulator based on the priority 
of the job, how critical the job is, and whether 
there are alternative verification solutions, such 
as a simulation environment, that can finish the 
job within the required completion window. If 
necessary, the lab manager can use these controls 
to override user constraints to make sure jobs get 
access to the right resource. 

The ability to view and monitor how verification 
resources are being used is essential to this 
solution. Managers need live data, based on 
emulation utilization, to make informed decisions 
on what’s going on. For example, project managers 
can make decisions as to whether they need more 
emulation capacity or whether they can spread 
out or reassign verification projects to balance 
emulation utilization. As well, often companies 
provide services internally, and they can use this 
data to calculate what to charge different divisions 
or teams based on their utilization of the emulation 
resources. 

Make It Easy 
Giving the CAD or verification managers these 
tools also gives the emulation users what they want: 

an emulation platform 
that is easier to use. This 
solution allows users to 
simply submit a job, input 
the important constraints, 
and leave it to the tools to 
determine the resources 
assigned to this job. It is 
also important that the job 
management tool has a 
complete view of current 
jobs and jobs in the queue 
to assign resources to a 
particular job in a way 
that the other jobs in 
the pipeline can be also 
executed most efficiently 

and according to their constraints. The bottom line 
is that the user submits their job with the constraints 
and knows the job will be completed as expected.

THE IMPORTANCE  
OF SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY 
System flexibility is also very important. If an 
emulation platform doesn’t have flexibility, it does 
not matter how smart the scheduling software is; 
there will always be inefficiencies, idle cycles, or idle 
hardware. The Veloce® Enterprise Server (ES) App 
offers distinctive scheduling flexibility capabilities 
that optimize emulation use and support flexible 
resource sharing with no extra work on the user’s 
part.

A unique Veloce ES App feature lets the system 
dynamically suspend, resume, and relocate projects 
running on the Veloce emulation platform in order 
to service large or high priority jobs. Suspend and 
resume substantially increases emulator utilization 
as advanced blocking of resources is not needed. 
In other words, the Veloce ES App enables the 
scheduling of low priority jobs without sacrificing 
performance or capacity for higher priority jobs. 
Typically, jobs immediately go on the emulator if 
resources are available to run them. When a high 
priority job needs to run immediately, the Veloce ES 
App saves the entire state space of the job currently 
running on the emulator and suspends it to run 
the higher priority job. When the high-priority job 
is completed, Veloce resumes the suspended job 

Figure 1. Flexible job management  
makes the most efficient use of emulator resources
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from the exact state space where it was stopped,  
so nothing is lost from that suspended run. 

The relocate capability complements suspend and 
resume by transparently reassigning a suspended 
job to different advanced verification board (AVB) in 
the same emulator or to a different emulator in the 
data center. And the AVBs used for a particular job 
do not have to be contiguous. This gives users the 
flexibility to either resume a suspended job on the 
same emulation hardware or relocate the verification 
run to similar hardware that is immediately available. 
The capability to redistribute jobs provides 
optimum scheduling flexibility and maximum system 
availability. The suspend-resume-relocate feature is 
a testbench-agnostic capability, fully handled by the 
Veloce ES App, so no additional work is needed on 
the user’s part.

Suspend-resume-relocate allows the emulator to 
be used to the fullest possible extent. High priority 
jobs get serviced immediately, and managers do not 
have to worry about reserving emulator resources 
for high priority and time critical jobs. This feature is 
critical for running a scheduled big job by temporarily 
suspending several smaller jobs after the bigger job 
has waited in the queue for a specified amount of 
time. Ultimately, there is no loss of emulation time 
and verification productivity.

All this automated job 
scheduling and built-in 
flexibility isn’t any good if the 
user does not have a very high 
degree of confidence that they 
will get results when they need 
them. For the user, it is very 
important that when a job is 
put into the queue with the 
constraints, they know they 
will get a response back. The 
Veloce ES App provides an 
affirmation that a resource has 
been found, and the emulator 
will run the job. Conversely, 
it informs the user when a 
job cannot be run with the 
constraints given, if that is 
the case. It then provides a 
description of the constraints 

or design aspects that do not allow that job to be 
executed on the emulator. 

MAINTAINING YOUR INVESTMENT 
In addition to its functions as a way to improve 
emulator utilization, live reporting and statistical 
analysis ensures that the performance of the Veloce 
ES App is improved over time. It accomplishes this in 
two ways. 

First, whenever enhancements are made to 
the integrated job scheduling system and the 
Veloce hardware platform, the Veloce ES App is 
automatically upgraded so it can take advantage of 
all the new features and capabilities. 

The second also has to do with the live data collection 
capabilities. The Veloce ES App collects a great 
deal of information and stores it in a compressed 
database. This information includes who is using 
the emulator, their location, their group, type of 
design, design size, and how fast the design runs 
in emulation. This data allows verification and CAD 
managers to analyze things like how long a team 
or project is using an emulator and whether their 
resource requirements have gone up or down. 

Figure 2. Suspend-resume substantially increases emulator utilization
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The Veloce ES App also protects a company’s 
investment in their job management tools by giving 
users the flexibility to use the job management 
tools of their choice. The primary job management 
tools available (LSF® from IBM®, SGE from Univa®, 
and NC from RTDA) are tightly integrated with the 
Veloce ES App, which makes introducing the Veloce 
emulator into an existing environment much easier.

REAL WORLD RESULTS 
To make all of this a reality, the scheduling software 
and emulation platform must support several key 
capabilities: working with user constraints and 
allocating the right resources; making sure the 
system is in use 24/7 by people from different 
locations and on different projects; and taking care 
of both high and low priority jobs as well as large, 
medium, and small tasks. 

The integration of the Veloce ES App and leading 
job management software delivers the special 
features that erase the perception that emulation 
is hard to use and too expensive. These include 
constraint controls, scheduling flexibility, suspend/
resume/relocate, global accessibility, and live 
reporting and analysis. With the Veloce ES App 
automated job management flow, customers are 
seeing a 20 to 30 percent improvement in emulation 
utilization…and that’s just a start.

You can learn more about how the Veloce ES App 
will help you maximize emulation utilization and 
ROI in our whitepaper 24 x 7 Productivity: Veloce 
Enterprise Server App Does the Job.
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Clock-domain crossing (CDC) verification is a critical 
step in the design verification cycle. However, CDC 
verification is not only necessary on RTL; at 28nm 
nodes and below it is also essential on gate-level 
designs due to the possibility of the introduction 
of CDC errors during the synthesis phase that can 
lead to silicon failure. In this article we review the 
root cause of these challenges and introduce an 
automated approach to overcome these difficulties.

INTRODUCTION
CDC verification ensures that signals pass across 
asynchronous clock-domains without being 
missed or causing metastability. Traditionally, CDC 
verification is done on a register-transfer level (RTL) 
representation of the design. However, during the 
synthesis stage, when the design is transformed 
from RTL to gate-level, various new issues can be 
introduced that may eventually lead to chip failures. 
So, even after CDC verification closure at the RTL, it is 
important to perform CDC verification on a gate-level 
design to detect and address new issues. 

Changes introduced in the netlist during synthesis, 
such as timing optimization of synchronization logic 
and insertion of design-for-test (DFT) and low-
power circuitry may cause incorrect behavior in CDC 
synchronizers, introduce new CDC paths or break 
valid CDC paths. For example, new clock-domain 
crossings can be introduced due to insertion of low-
power logic as shown in Figure 1. Similarly, due to 
scan logic insertion, a clock tree can be impacted 
if the correct mode design constraints are not 
specified, as shown in Figure 2. 

Additionally, faulty implementation of combinational 
logic by synthesis tools may result in glitches on 
con-trol and data paths. As shown in Figure 3, a 
valid mux-based synchronizer (3A) is converted to 
a combinational logic which is logically correct, but 
can propagate a glitch from asynchronous transmit 
domain causing chip failure (3B). 

RTL CDC Is No Longer Enough — How Gate-Level 
CDC Is Now Essential to First Pass Success
by Anwesha Choudhury, Ashish Hari, and Joe Hupcey III, Mentor, A Siemens Business

Figure 1. CDC path impacted by power logic

Figure 3A. RTL MUX logic, pre-synthesis 

Figure 2. Clock and data path impacted by DFT logic
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The bottom-line is that even after you have 
achieved “CDC closure” at the RTL level, CDC-
related chip-killing glitches can appear downstream 
unexpectedly. In short, you thought you were safe, 
but you are still at risk!

So what can be done about this?  

First, tweaking the settings in your synthesis 
tool can sometimes help prevent this issue in 
the first place. But based on our experience with 
numerous customer designs – especially devices 
at the 28nm node and below – it’s clear that the 
reduced “bandwidth” of these advanced nodes, 
coupled with the high circuit complexity, makes it 
virtually impossible for a synthesizer to exhaustively 
account for all the causal factors and constraints. 
Consequently, CDC verification at the gate-level 
is absolutely required in order to ensure all chip-
killing glitch-y circuitry is identified and designed 
out. Unfortunately, the solution is not as easy as 
simply re-running RTL-centric CDC tools on gate-
level netlists.

WHY RTL CDC TOOLS  
ARE UNSUITABLE FOR  
GATE-LEVEL ANALYSIS 
The most common reasons that make gate-level 
CDC verification closure a daunting task with RTL-
focused CDC tools include: 

Significant setup effort: All designs have refined 
CDC design constraints setup at the RTL with which 
the design is verified to be CDC clean. These RTL 

constraints cannot be 
reused during CDC 
verification at the gate 
level because of changes 
in the module and signal 
names post synthesis and 
technology mapping. All 
design constraints that 
refer to RTL signals and 
modules no longer work. 
Manual conversion of 
constraints is not feasible 
as it involves high effort 
and needs knowledge 

of name transformations done by the synthesis 
tool. Writing new setup constraints is not desirable 
as it requires several iterations to fine-tune the 
constraints and thus leads to significant delay in the 
verification schedule.

Glitches can be introduced on CDC paths  
that were safe at the RTL: As per the earlier 
example, the most common glitch introduction 
scenario is when a MUX in the data path is 
transformed as combinational logic that can 
possibly glitch. This situation requires special 
approach to identify and fix glitch scenarios.

The design bus signals are split into multiple 
single-bit signals at the gate-level, causing  
several issues: 

• Differentiation between data and control signal 
is lost and traditional CDC verification tools  
treat every path as a single-bit control path. 

• In general, the design size “increases” as 
compared to the RTL description, stretching  
the capacity limits of CDC verification tools. 

• The CDC crossing count increases many  
times, resulting in high noise, leading  
to the next point… 

Exponentially higher debug effort  
due to increase in violations and noise: 

• Recall that designers commonly add waivers 
during CDC analysis at the RTL for acceptable 
scenarios. However, these waivers -- written 
on RTL results -- do not work at the gate-level 
due to signal name and topology changes. 

Figure 3B. MUX logic converted to combinational logic with glitch
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This makes gate-level CDC closure much more 
difficult as now the verification engineer needs to 
reanalyze and waive CDC paths that were already 
qualified at the RTL.

• False violations can increase due to the 
interference of scan logic. User intervention is 
needed to correctly specify the functional mode. 

At this point, after reading all these depressing 
limitations of RTL-level CDC analysis you might be 
wondering why bother to do RTL CDC verification 
at all. Ironically, the key to effective gate-level CDC 
verification is successful RTL verification.

PROPOSED GATE-LEVEL  
CDC VERIFICATION FLOW  
As you might expect, the basis of our gate-level 
solution leverages virtually every element of a 
successful RTL-level CDC analysis. Specifically,  
Figure 4 below illustrates a high-level CDC 
verification flow on RTL to netlist and how to  
enhance the flow to reuse knowledge about setup 
and waivers at the RTL for downstream gate-level 
CDC verification. 

First, RTL CDC closure is one of the necessary RTL 
sign-off criterion; so assume that every design at the 
RTL stage will have gone through CDC verification. 
After the RTL is frozen, the design goes through 
synthesis and a netlist is generated. As per the 
warning in the previous section, a fresh CDC run on 
the gate-level netlist would require huge and painful 
setup effort that would only yield very noisy results. 
To address this, the trick is to reuse the constraints 
and waivers that were created for CDC verification 
at the RTL level. Specifically, this new flow works 
on a gate-level netlist along with RTL constraints or 
gate-level constraints (and/or any SDC files) for the 
gate-level design. It then employs specially designed 
gate-level analysis algorithms inside the Questa® 
CDC Gate-Level app (“CDC-GL”), which infers all the 
design-mode constraints and detects the scan and 
test signals. Then, after the user qualifies the setup, 
the actual CDC analysis on netlist is executed with the 
Questa® CDC Gate-Level app. Below are the details, 
in the context of the aforementioned challenges of 
the conventional approach.

A. Setup Automation: The good news is that all of 
the constraints created for RTL CDC verification can 

be provided as-is – Questa® 
CDC-GL automatically 
maps RTL constraints to the 
corresponding gate-level 
signal and module names 
that were generated by 
the synthesis tool. Again, 
this automation saves tons 
of effort that would have 
been needed to create and 
refine the setup through 
multiple iterations; plus it 
also ensures reduced false 
noise as the constraints are 
already validated in RTL CDC 
analysis. An example of this 
automation is illustrated 
in Figure 5. The custom 
synchronizer and quasi-
static signal specifications 
in the RTL are automatically 
converted to match the 
gate-level design signal and 
module names.

Figure 4. CDC verification flow from RTL to netlist

Figure 5. Examples of automatic conversion  
of RTL constraints to gate-level constraints
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Note: RTL-to-gate name mapping processing can 
be expedited by referencing name-mapping files 
from logic equivalence checking (LEC) run on the 
synthesized design (Mentor’s FormalProTM is one 
example of such a tool). Additionally, if you have an 
SDC file, Questa® CDC-GL can also automatically 
extract important information from the SDC and use 
it for the gate-level CDC analysis.

The next level of automation Questa® CDC-GL 
provides is the inference of constraints for the logic 
that was not present in the RTL but got inserted 
during synthesis and later stages. For example, 
DFT logic is inserted later in the flow. However, it 
is important to verify the CDC design in the right 
mode, that is, the functional mode. If the tool does 
not differentiate between test and functional modes, 
it leads to more gated clocks, and hence extra noise 
and false crossings. In the proposed methodology, 
such mode and constant settings are inferred by 
analyzing the design topology using software 
algorithms on the design graph. This ensures that the 
user doesn’t have to manually analyze false crossings 
and constrain the design in the appropriate mode. 
With the suggested flow, the user just runs the 
gate-level CDC analysis and reviews the constraint 
guidance provided by the tool. 

An example of the scan logic impacting CDC 
crossings is shown in Figure 6A. If mode constraints 
are not specified, then with traditional CDC 
verification approach, the CDC path will be 
reported as unsynchronized crossing. However, in 
the proposed methodology such logic is analyzed 
to detect scan enable and test mode signals and 
correct constants are set on them automatically 
to ensure the design operates in functional mode 
and synchronizers are detected as shown in Figure 
6B. This approach eliminates false noise due to 
insertion of extra logic, 
also saves a ton of user 
effort in specifying the 
constraints manually. 

B. Elimination of 
Noise in CDC Analysis: 
Honoring RTL constraints 
and inferring functional 
mode constants not only  
 

ensures that the setup is correct, but it goes a long 
way to minimize “noise” in the CDC analysis of the 
gate-level netlist. However, considerable noise 
can still come from the splitting of vector signals 
during synthesis as this leads to a huge increase in 
the number of reported crossings. The good news 
is that Questa® CDC-GL understands the splitting 
of vectors by synthesis and considers this during 
CDC gate-level analysis to correctly identify the 
control and data crossings. This identification of 
data crossings drastically reduces the noise and 
also brings gate-level results closer to the RTL-level 
analysis output. In addition, the RTL signal name 
is reported so that users can correlate gate-level 
results with RTL results. An example is shown in 
Figure 7 below. A 16-bit data crossing in the RTL 
gets converted to 16 individual single-bit crossings 
in the netlist. In the proposed approach, a single 
data crossing and its correlation to the RTL crossing 
is reported. 

Figure 6A. DFT inserted CDC path

Figure 6B. CDC path with synchronizer  
in functional mode 

Figure 7. Data crossing identification
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This automation reduces the violation count and 
guides the user to differentiate between control and 
data path crossings, and to correlate the results with 
RTL results. 

C. Reuse of RTL Waivers: RTL CDC analysis of 
even small IPs can require the creation of many 
waivers, representing a lot of work, often from 
multiple people. It’s imperative that this time is not 
wasted, and that’s why this suggested methodology 
enables reuse of the RTL CDC run waivers. In short, 
the crossings qualified by users as stable or false 
during RTL analysis need not be reanalyzed at the 
gate-level because the RTL waivers are automatically 
transformed and applied to gate-level results. This 
reuse also includes any status information or user 
comments attached to the RTL waivers are carried 
forward corresponding gate-level crossings. This 
ensures that when the user gets the gate-level results 
for the first time, there is minimal noise and only new 
issues identified at the gate-level are highlighted. 

CASE STUDY 
To prove out the new flow, the new gate-level specific 
methodology and a traditional CDC verification flow 
were executed on a representative set of customer 
designs from 1 to 100 million gates. For each design, 
constraints at RTL were available along with the 
netlist, and the CDC results, run time and memory 
consumption were captured for each run. Figure 8 
compiles the comparison of this data. 

The data is clear: significant improvements were 
observed in run time, memory, and noise with the 
new Questa® CDC-GL flow. As you can see, when 
the traditional approach was tried on these designs 
it resulted in a very large number of CDC paths. As 
explained earlier, this was primarily due to inability 
to reuse the RTL constraints and waivers, missing 
constraints for the scan logic and splitting of vector 
signals. 

In contrast, because the new flow automatically 
applied the RTL constraints, inferred scan logic 
constraints, honored RTL waivers, and smartly 
considered the impact of splitting of vector signals, 
the noise level dropped significantly and also led 
to an average of 50 percent improvement in run 
time and 15 percent improvement in memory 

consumption. Consequently, the turnaround time and 
effort involved in CDC verification closure on these 
gate-level netlists was significantly reduced, while the 
quality of results dramatically increased.

We extended the experiments by running CDC 
analysis on both RTL and gate-level version of the 
same testcase with the same set of RTL constraints. 
The gate-level run was executed using name-map file 
from the LEC tool and the RTL constraints. 

Figure 8. Comparison between  
RTL-Only CDC analysis and New, Optimized  

Gate-level CDC verification on gate-level  
netlists from 1 to 100 million gates 
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CONCLUSION  
CDC analysis at gate-level is required – without it, 
CDC bugs introduced during synthesis can escape 
leading to chip failure. The suggested methodology 
using the Questa® CDC Gate-Level app is easy 
to adopt as it utilizes all the knowledge from the 
design and RTL CDC verification processes that 
occur before. The results of the verification come  
in much faster, and are much higher quality. All 
of this shrinks the setup, debug, and repair turn-
around time of chip killing glitches during one  
of the most high pressure stages of a project. 
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Formal property verification is sometimes considered 
a niche methodology ideal for control path 
applications. However, with a solid methodology 
base and upfront planning, the benefits of formal 
property verification, such as full path confidence 
and requirements based property definition, can 
also be leveraged for protocol driven datapaths. 
Incorporating layered SystemVerilog constructs 
to provide a transaction-like protocol description 
simplifies property creation for both well formed 
packets and error scenarios. Ultimately though, 
the key to successful formal datapath analysis is 
reduction of the typically large state spaces resulting 
from variable and dynamic packet sizes. Proper 
interleaving of SystemVerilog helper constructs with 
protocol targeted assumptions defines a manageable 
state space and unlocks the promise of formal driven, 
full path verification for datapaths too.

METHODOLOGICAL 
CONSIDERATIONS  
FOR FORMAL VERIFICATION 
With the promise of full path verification and 
traceable requirements, it seems formal is a clear 
solution to any verification need, but like any 
verification technique there are methodology specific 
considerations. First and foremost is potential 
non-convergence of a formal proof. As a design’s 
complexity, in terms of state space or controllable 
variables, expands formal tools require increased 
horsepower in order to verify the design. For 
datapaths, this is exacerbated since data transfers  
are innately temporal.

Control path functionality typically has a limited state 
space due to its direct map from input to outputs and 
limited state accumulation. Conversely, datapaths 
build multi-cycle transactions, each beat expanding 
the state space and making resolution more difficult. 
To complicate resolution further, transactions are 
usually dynamically sized due to variable payload 
lengths. Since formal methods are performed on 
synthesized models, dynamic checks aren’t available. 

Variable lengths must be accounted for outside of 
properties in order to avoid elaboration errors. By 
abstracting and deconstructing the DUT interfaces, 
state space can be reduced and the dynamic nature 
of packets hidden from the proofs which verify them.

As with any testbench, careful formal testbench and 
methodology planning is critical for best chances 
of success. When dealing in formal methodologies 
to perform either full design or partial design 
verification, debug time and state space can be 
controlled with some early process:

•  Perhaps even more important in formal 
verification than other methodologies is the 
necessity of defining a concise and complete set 
of requirements and assumptions from which 
formal proofs and constraints will be directly 
derived. Well thought out assumptions naturally 

Formal Verification: Not Just for Control Paths 
by Rusty Stuber, Mentor, A Siemens Business

 

Expanding State Space
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shrink the state space and provide known 
design restrictions. Since formal provides 
comprehensive checks, ANY way the tool can 
break a proof it will. In this way debug can 
be nondeterministic and without well placed 
constraints debug time is prolonged.

• State space can be controlled by recognizing 
components early which tend to elicit large 
runtimes. Counters and memories pose 
challenges to the tool due to their expanding 
state space. However, the functionality of these 
design components can be abstracted for formal 
purposes and partitioning them as submodules 
will ease the process. The submodules can then 
be verified on their own or as part of a traditional 
testbench. 

TRANSACTION 
DECONSTRUCTION 
If the proofs in the form of property defined 
assertions provide the muscle of the formal flow, a 
structured SystemVerilog RTL testbench provides 
the skeleton upon which everything can be built. 
Each piece of the structure should be built with an 
eye towards state reduction and efficient property 
design. By creating a synthesizable description 
of the well defined transaction header, a dynamic 
packet can be viewed statically and a basis for 
evaluation is established. As shown in the formal 
transaction code below, a structure is used to 
deconstruct and store each static component 
of the incoming packet. Much like a UVM driver 
might dictate transaction behavior at the RTL level, 
the formal testbench will need to define what a 
transaction looks like and capture the resulting 
behavior. By using RTL to define the packet, the 
formal testbench provides a structure to the 

transaction interface without restricting behavior. 
Once transaction state is captured, a basic 
assertion can be used to check validity at the packet 
boundary. Checks will be easier to implement due 
to the deconstructed transaction. Additionally, 
assumptions and assertions can now be applied at 
the packet boundary eliminating the need to apply 
across the full temporal space.

SIMPLIFICATION  
THROUGH CONSTRAINTS 
Once the packet has been described and captured, 
helper RTL can be used in combination with the 
previously defined formal transactions to frame and 

Formal Transaction

typedef struct packed
{
     t_beat type;
     t_beat length;
     t_beat [1:0} addr;
}    t_pkt_hdr;

t_pkt_hdr  q_req;

Formal Transaction Representation

Transaction Analysis

ast_pkt_chk :
assert property always @(posedge clk)
$fell(in_pkt) | -> check_pkt(q_req);

Transaction Capture

always @(posedeg clk) begin
if (!rst_n) q_req <= ‘0;
else if (vld) begin

case (req_cnt)
0 : q_req.type <=req_data;
1 : q_req.length <=req_data;
2 : q_req.addr[1] <=req_data;
3 : q_req.addr[0] <=req_data;

endcase
end

end
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define transaction behavior. For instance, the code 
below shows how helper RTL might be used to frame 
packet length in a synthesizable way. 

In our example, the packet protocol is framed using 
the valid signal. Deassertion of valid defines a packet 
boundary as shown by the counter being reset in the 
“Packet Length” code. When valid is held asserted, 
the packet size count (req_cnt) increments. By using 
the structure defined packet fields, an expected 
length for well-formed packets can be created 
(exp_data_len). When the packet count and expected 
length are constrained using SVA assumptions 
(asm_req_size), the packet is formally framed; asm_
req_size evaluates and restricts the helper RTL at 
the packet boundary ($fell(in_pkt)). The length field 
and packet size are thus linked by a synthesizable 
construct. Additionally, the overall state space has 
been reduced and proofs will be easier to explore 
as violations are synthesized away. The figure at the 
upper right provides a graphical representation of the 
reduced state space due to the packet size constraint. 
Truncated and overrun packets are now removed 
from analysis.

In order to further reduce state space, protocol and 
design assumptions captured within the project 
specifications should be implemented as formal 
assumptions. Each assumption is a documented 
verification limitation and can be evaluated for its 
validity and tied directly to a requirements document. 

The assumptions below map into the state space 
chart below demonstrating state space removal for 
each protocol violation.

Packet Length

always @(posedeg clk) begin
if           (!rst_n)   req_cnt <= ‘0;
else if  (vld & !req_cnt)) req_cnt <= req_cnt + 1;
else if  (!vld)  req_cnt <= 0;

end

assign exp_data_len = q_req.type inside {WRITE, READ_RESP} ?
          q_req.length : 0;

Packet Header Constraints

asm_req_type : assume property
       ($fell(in_pkt)  |-> q_req.type inside  
  {READ, WRITE, RESP ,ERR});

asm_req_length : assume property
       ($fell(in_pkt)  |-> q_req.type inside {[1:128]});

asm_req_addr : assume property
       ($fell(in_pkt)  |-> q_req.addr inside {[ADDR_HI_ADDR_LO});

Packet Size Constraint

asm_req_size: assume property
    ($fell(in_pkt) | -> (req_cnt - HDR_SIZE) == exp_data_len);

Packet Size State Space Reduction

Packet Protocol Restrictions
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Not only do these constraints limit state space and 
increase likelihood of property convergence, they 
also act as a natural gate to debug complexity. By 
including conditions which a design is unable to 
handle, formal will undoubtedly flag an assertion 
error. The first failure formal finds will halt analysis 
until resolved. Because of this, an underconstrained 
testbench will result in a protracted lesson 
in “peeling the onion”. A frustrating and time 
consuming effort as each design constraint is 
discovered in debug rather than up front.

FORMAL CONTROL POINTS 
Some of the assumption statements used to limit 
state space are overly restrictive. For instance, 
when a DUT receives invalid field values it may be 
required to report the error and take no action. 
In that case, it is desirable to isolate checks for 
good packet behavior from bad. Different sets of 
assertions will need to be evaluated for each and 
different sets of assumptions made. Our formal 
testbench can take advantage of the tool’s intrinsic 
manipulation of undriven signals by creating new 
undriven wires called “formal control points”. 
The formal testbench uses formal control points 
to gate broad transaction behavior. Using them, 
we can take advantage of reduced state space 
for individual proofs while preserving important 
breadth within the formal environment.

In our example, we want to define “good” and “not 
good” behavior by adding an undriven wire called 
“good_pkt”. When formal drives good_pkt high, the 
captured header and subsequent packet conditions 

are well-behaved and the DUT should respond 
accordingly. However, when good_pkt is low, 
something (or everything, remember it’s formal!) 
violates the expected packet field definition. 
Perhaps the type is bad, or address is outside the 
expected range. In those cases we want to disable 
good packet checks and make sure the proper error 
protocol is followed.

The diagram above shows the results of our formal 
testbench development. An initially broad state 
space has been narrowed by restricting packet 
truncation and overrun behaviors which aren’t 
expected in our system, perhaps eliminated 
by similar testing upstream. Protocol errors are 
isolated in order to reduce the local state space of 
good packet testing which relies on good packet 
formation as defined by our struct and helper RTL. 
Using formal control points to isolate good packet 
behavior will also help us with initial testing. We can 
focus on reliable good behavior of our DUT before 
delving into the often treacherous realm of error 
detection and handling. Additionally, formal control 
points allowed us to recapture verification space 
by creating errored packet checks using the same 
control point.

CONCLUSION 
Ultimately, whether it is a full formal verification 
environment, or a complementary piece to an 
existing testbench targeting critical or difficult to 
reach functionality, the secret to enabling

Packet Size State Space Reduction

Formal Controlled Property Analysis

wire good_pkt;

asm_req_type : assume property
       (good_pkt  && $fell(vld)  |-> q_req.type inside  
  {READ, WRITE, RESP ,ERR});
            .
            .
            .
ast_gd_pkt_chk : assert property always @(posedge clk)
       if (good_pkt)  $fell(in_pkt)   |-> check_pkt(q_req);

ast_bad_pkt_chk : assert property always @(posedge clk)
       if (!good_pkt)  $fell(in_pkt)   |-> check_err(q_req);
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datapath verification is managing state space and 
constraining dynamically sized transactions. An RTL 
based formal testbench responsible for capturing 
and simplifying transactions holds and deconstructs 
the static pieces of the transaction. A synthesizable 
relationship can then be formed between the static 
and dynamic packet components and state space is 
reduced via a collection of assumptions built around 
the packet defining RTL.
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NOTES:
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